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Abstract

We survey a large representative sample of retail investors to elicit their memories of stock

market investment and return expectations. We then merge the survey data with administra-

tive data of transactions to test a model in which investors form expectations by selectively

recalling past experiences similar to the present cue. Our analysis not only uncovers new

stylized facts about investor memory, but also provides support for similarity-based recall

as a key mechanism of belief formation in financial markets. Market fluctuations affect in-

vestors’ recall: positive market returns cue investors to retrieve episodes of rising markets

and recall own performances more positively. Recalled experiences explain a sizable fraction

of cross-investor variation in beliefs and dominate actual experiences in explanatory power.

We also show that recalled experiences can drive out the explanatory power of recent returns

for expected future returns, ruling in a memory-based foundation for return extrapolation.
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1 Introduction

Beliefs are key to economic decisions. When modeling beliefs, traditional models typically

assume full information rational expectations (FIRE) whereby the agent uses all relevant infor-

mation to form expectations. Recent evidence based on surveys, however, has challenged FIRE

by documenting such deviations as underreaction to news at the consensus level (Coibion and

Gorodnichenko, 2015), overreaction to news at the individual level (Bordalo et al., 2020b), extrap-

olative beliefs (Greenwood and Shleifer, 2014), and overconfidence (Glaser and Weber, 2007; Liu

et al., 2022). In parallel with the growing evidence from survey expectations, it has been increas-

ingly recognized that biased beliefs are not meaningless errors stemming from mismeasurement

or misreporting. Rather, they affect decisions across a variety of domains and have direct im-

plications for both asset prices and the macroeconomy (e.g., Barberis et al., 2015; Bordalo et al.,

2020a; Maxted, 2020; Bianchi et al., 2022).1

While deviations from FIRE have been extensively documented, the underlying mechanisms

driving such deviations are less well understood. In some accounts, beliefs are biased because the

human mind is inherently flawed and prone to mistakes; in other accounts, biases arise from the

limited capacity to process all relevant information or from frictions in the information environ-

ment.2 A budding theoretical literature proposes that memory can help reconcile many puzzles

on beliefs and choices (Mullainathan, 2002; Gennaioli and Shleifer, 2010; Malmendier et al., 2020;

Bordalo et al., 2021a, 2022b; Wachter and Kahana, 2021). These models highlight two features of

the memory system. First, memory is limited and selective: not all experiences enter memory

and not all memories get retrieved in any given point. Second, because of the associative nature

of memory, its retrieval is often cued by environmental stimuli such as context, emotion, and

narratives. In parallel with these theoretical developments, recent papers have examined these

two features of memory in the lab or through surveys (Zimmermann, 2020; Colonnelli et al., 2021;

Gödker et al., 2021; Andre et al., 2022; Enke et al., 2022; Graeber et al., 2022). However, there has

been little evidence yet from the field on the structure of memory and its connections with belief

formation.3

1Beliefs have been shown to affect, for example, equity holdings (Giglio et al., 2021), trading volume (Liu et al.,
2022), corporate investment (Ma et al., 2020), and bank lending (Ma et al., 2021).

2See, for example, Barberis (2018) for a recent review on the possible microfoundations of extrapolation.
3For example, when reviewing the evidence on the experience effect, Malmendier and Wachter (2021) state that
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In this paper, we study how memory shapes investor beliefs in financial markets. We sur-

vey a nationally representative sample of over 17,000 Chinese retail investors and merge their

survey responses with detailed trading records. Compared to the settings of existing surveys

and experiments, ours is closer to everyday decision-making in several important dimensions.

First, we study investors actively trading in a large market, some of whom are high-net-worth

and typically hard to survey. Second, the decision domain we examine is high-stake: for many

of Chinese retail investors we survey, stock investment constitutes a significant fraction of their

total financial wealth.4 Third, when studying the associative nature of memory, instead of relying

on cues given by experimenters, we examine cues that occur naturally in financial markets and

see how they affect investors’ recall. Fourth, by observing detailed transactions for a subset of

our investor sample, we can benchmark the recalled experiences against the actual experiences

observed in the transaction data.

To structure our empirical exercise, we first present a memory-based model of belief forma-

tion based on Bordalo et al. (2022a) as our main conceptual framework. In the model, we assume

an investor has accumulated a database of investment experiences in the stock market, and she

forecasts future market returns in two steps. In the first step, called recall, she retrieves past ex-

periences in the presence of a cue. The cue affects retrieval according to the rule of similarity:

experiences similar to the present cue are more likely to be recalled. While different environmen-

tal stimuli can act as cues in different settings, perhaps the most ubiquitous stimulus in finan-

cial markets is return: news of market fluctuations and changes in one’s brokerage account can

easily enter an investor’s attention span. With recent return as the cue, similarity-based recall

leads to the model’s first two hypotheses. First, seeing positive recent returns triggers the recall

of past experiences also associated with positive returns. Second, such cued recall is stronger

when retrieved experiences are more recent. In the second step, called simulation, the investor

uses retrieved experiences to simulate a distribution of future returns to make return forecasts.

Combined with cued recall, simulation leads to the model’s third hypothesis, namely return ex-

trapolation: high recent returns make an investor more optimistic about returns in the future.

“at this point, there is little direct evidence on that link [between experience-induced choices and memories of those
experiences]. It would be interesting to apply some of the techniques eliciting ‘retrieval’ from the laboratory studies
on memory to individuals exposed to measurable experiences from years and decades ago as explored in the field
studies.”

4For respondents in the merged sample, the median fraction of wealth invested in stocks is 18%.
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In the baseline survey, we design two theory-driven blocks of questions to elicit investor

memory. The first block, FreeRecall, asks investors to (1) recall a market episode that first comes

to mind and (2) report the market return during that episode based on their recollection. As the

name suggests, this block mirrors in design the well-established experimental paradigm of free

recall to capture the market episode that an investor immediately thinks of when looking back

at past trading experiences (e.g., Murdock, 1962; Kahana, 2012). Free recall is also analogous to

the idea of “what comes to mind” which can account for biases in judgment and decision making

(Gennaioli and Shleifer, 2010). Given the nature of FreeRecall, respondents always start with this

block to reduce potential confounding effects induced by the survey’s other blocks.

The second block, ProbedRecall, asks investors to recall their own investment performance

in the stock market over a given horizon (from “yesterday” to “past 5 years”). Motivated by

theories of biased learning (e.g., Gervais and Odean, 2001) and of motivated reasoning (e.g., Bén-

abou and Tirole, 2002, 2004), ProbedRecall measures how an investor’s experienced returns in

her own portfolio—rather than experienced market-level returns—are stored in memory. The

survey’s other blocks collect information on return expectations about the market and about

oneself, perceived crash probabilities, the Big Five personality traits, measures of social activi-

ties, and demographics. For more than a quarter of our main sample, survey responses can be

merged with administrative data of comprehensive transaction records from one of the largest

financial institutions in China; these investors make up the merged sample.

With these data in hand, we first confirm that survey respondents make a conscious effort

when completing the survey’s two recall blocks. Indeed, we show recalled experiences in the

survey are consistent with actual experiences observed in the market data and transaction data.

In FreeRecall where investors are asked to recall returns for episodes that first come to mind,

the correlation between the recalled episode return and the actual episode return is 0.53. In

ProbedRecall, the correlation between an investor’s recalled own return and her actual own return

during the last year is 0.40. Therefore, survey-elicited experiences, by and large, are consistent

investors’ objective experiences, supporting the validity of our survey design.

Using recalled experiences, we next document new stylized facts about investor memory and

relate them to existing theories of belief formation. For example, in FreeRecall, investors are drawn

to recent experiences when recalling past market episodes, and this recency effect is stronger
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among younger investors. Such a recall structure provides empirical support for the formulation

used in models of experience effects (Malmendier and Nagel, 2011; Malmendier et al., 2020). How-

ever, the probability of recalling an episode is not monotonically decreasing in the time elapsed

since that episode. Investors, especially those who are older and with more trading experience,

are also drawn to distant episodes featuring dramatic market movements such as market bub-

bles and crashes, suggesting a salient effect and non-monotonicity in recall. We also document a

strong age effect in recall: older investors tend to recall episodes featuring rising markets, even

after controlling for trading experience.

After documenting basic facts about investor memory, we move on to test the first part of

our model, recall, by recalled experiences to recent market returns. Because each investor only

takes our survey once, our analysis relies on cross-investor variation in their experienced market

returns. To ensure sufficient variation, we conduct the survey in three waves spanning a total

of six weeks. Our analysis focuses on how today’s market return—from the market open to the

point when an investor begins the survey—and the past one-month market return affect the type

of memory an investor retrieves on a given day for the full sample; for the merged sample, we

also use an investor’s own return in her portfolio as the cue.

In FreeRecall, we find stronger evidence for cued recall among investors whose recalled experi-

ences are more recent. Among those whose recalled episode falls within the past five years, a one-

percentage-point increase in today’s market return is associated with a 2.1- to 3.6-percentage-

point increase in themarket return of the recalled episode. In comparison, among investors recall-

ing a more distant episode, cued recall is subdued. A similar dichotomy emerges in ProbedRecall.

When today’s market return goes up by one percentage point, it increases an investor’s recall

of her yesterday’s own return by 0.68 percentage point. After controlling for yesterday’s actual

own return, the effect remains, suggesting that recall is biased: a high market return today leads

investors to have overly rosy recall of their own return yesterday. We find similar effects of cued

recall when investors recall their past one-month own return and when we instead use each in-

vestor’s own portfolio returns as the cue. In contrast, when the same investor recalls her own

return over the longer horizon of the past year, the correlation between today’s market return

and recalled performance disappears. Taken together, these results support the model’s first two

hypotheses: market fluctuations cue investors to retrieve different memories, and this effect of
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cued recall is stronger for more recent experiences.

We proceed to test the second part of the model, simulation, by examining the empirical rela-

tionship between retrieved memories and beliefs. For both recall tasks in our survey, memories

are highly correlated with expectations, even after controlling for an exhaustive list of demo-

graphic variables and other investor characteristics. In FreeRecall, a one-standard-deviation in-

crease in the recalled episode return is associatedwith a 0.8-percentage-point increase in expected

market return and a 1.6-percentage-point increase in expected own return over the next year. In

ProbedRecall, a one-standard-deviation increase in recalled performance over the last year is asso-

ciated with a 0.9-percentage-point increase in expected market return and a 5.5-percentage-point

increase in expected own return over the next year.

After confirming that investors’ expectations are highly related to their retrieved memories,

we conduct further analysis to obtain additional properties of simulation. First, simulation ex-

hibits horizon-dependence: when the forecasting horizon looks farther into the future, investors

use a longer look-back window and resort to more distant experiences. Second, in a horse race be-

tween actual experiences and recalled experiences in their explanatory power for beliefs, recalled

experiences dominate. This suggests that the internal, subjective representation of experiences—

processed through selective and cued recall—plays a bigger role than objective experiences in

belief formation. Third, a single variable based on recalled own return has similar explanatory

power, measured by R-squared, than that of an exhaustive list of individual characteristics com-

bined. Therefore, taking into account investor memory can substantially increase the explana-

tory power of individual characteristics for cross-sectional variation in beliefs (Giglio et al., 2021).

Fourth, we further link retrieved memories with forecast errors, and we find a similar relation-

ship. Therefore,investor memory is driving not only return expectations themselves, but also

biases in beliefs.

The above evidence on simulation does not imply causality, but the large explanatory power

from recalled experiences further reinforces the role of memory in belief formation. Using addi-

tional treatments and further analyses, we examine other explanations such as anchoring, click-

through behavior, and motivated reasoning. We also confirm the validity of the beliefs collected

in the survey by showing that more optimistic investors increase their equity holdings shortly

after the survey.
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Lastly, we relate similarity-based recall to return extrapolation—the tendency that expecta-

tions about future returns positively load on past returns. In our data, consistent with extrapola-

tion, higher past returns are associated with more optimistic beliefs about the market and one’s

own returns going forward. This relationship significantly weakens, however, after we control

for recalled own performance. In other words, even conditioning on experiencing the same actual

past return, investors who report higher recalled returns tend to have more optimistic expecta-

tions of future returns. These results help rule in a memory-based microfoundation for return

extrapolation behavior.

Recent work has investigated the role of memory in belief formation, using both theory mod-

els and experiments (e.g., Mullainathan, 2002; Enke et al., 2020; Zimmermann, 2020; Bordalo et al.,

2021a, 2022b; Colonnelli et al., 2021; Gödker et al., 2021; Wachter and Kahana, 2021; Graeber et al.,

2022). The mechanism we focus on in this paper, namely similarity-based recall, has been exam-

ined both theoretically and experimentally. The evidence we present broadens the scope of this

mechanism by confirming its relevance in financial markets. In a setting where the stakes are

much higher, the information environment is more complex, and participants are more sophis-

ticated and financially motivated, we confirm that the mechanism is at work and has important

implications for belief formation and investor behavior. In this regard, our paper is related to

Huffman et al. (2022), which analyzes the relation between memory and overconfidence for store

managers of a food and beverage company.

The stylized facts we document on investor memory support the formulation of the expe-

rience effect in Malmendier and Nagel (2011, 2016) and Malmendier et al. (2020) in two ways.

First, there is a strong recency effect. Second, young and old investors display rather different

memory structures. We further demonstrate that recall is not merely a function of time; it is also

determined by the features of the events; salient events featuring large run-ups and crashes are

more likely to be recalled, consistent with the prediction fromWachter and Kahana (2021). These

results provide empirical guidance for the further development of models based on memory and

experience effects.

Our results on recall confirm that, in the setting of financial markets, return is a salient cue

triggering an investor to recall past experiences. More generally, these results not only empiri-

cally support models of similarity-based recall, but also provide guidance on what kinds of ex-
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perience are more responsive to cues. In our analysis, returns from today and from the past

month can only affect the recall of relatively recent experiences (e.g., up to five years ago). Recall

of more distant memories about the financial markets is less likely to be affected. We also link

similarity-based recall with return extrapolation. Our evidence is consistent with the view that

return extrapolation operates through investor recall and has a memory root, as formulated in

memory-based models of representativeness (Bordalo et al., 2021a, 2022b).

The strong and robust relationship between recalled experiences and survey expectations

suggests that investors rely on their memories to imagine about the future, consistent with the

simulation process of belief formation (Bordalo et al., 2022a). Rather strikingly, the mental repre-

sentation of past experiences, shaped by selective and cued recall, has more explanatory power

for beliefs than one’s actual experiences. We also speak to the literature of investor heterogeneity

by showing that memory can substantially increase the explanatory power of individual charac-

teristics for cross-sectional variation in beliefs (Jiang et al., 2020; Giglio et al., 2021).

Our paper is also related to a growing literature combining survey data with observational

data (Giglio et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2022). Previous papers have used surveys to collect investors’

expectations and trading motives. We, however, collect investors’ recalls and expectations and

merge the survey with data on their actual trading behaviors.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a simple model as our concep-

tual framework. Section 3 explains the survey design and other data sources. Section 4 documents

stylized facts about investor memory. Sections 5 and 6 test the two parts of the model, recall and

simulation. Section 7 presents evidence on return extrapolation and overconfidence. Section 8

concludes.

2 A Conceptual Framework

We begin by reviewing theories of memory in Section 2.1; in particular, studies on two im-

portant memory mechanisms—selective memory and associative memory. These two features of

the human memory system motivate a model of belief formation based on cued recall, presented

in Section 2.2.
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2.1 Theories of memory

2.1.1 Selective memory

In models of full information rational expectations (FIRE), agents can fully recall and access

all past information to make decisions. Self-reflection and introspection, however, would imme-

diately suggest that, in reality, human memory is far from perfect. First, not all experiences enter

memory. For instance, the process of rehearsal—that is, repeating information over and over—is

often required for information to enter long-term memory (Baddeley and Hitch, 1974; Baddeley,

1983). Second, not all experiences in memory are retrieved for use at any given point in time.

People often engage in “selective recall” by remembering a small set of past experiences and re-

lying on these experiences to make decisions. Therefore, memory can cause deviations from FIRE

by violating the “full information” part of the underlying assumption.

At least three forces have been suggested to be driving selective memory. The first is recency:

people tend to recall more recent events and are able to describe their details more precisely. In

the classic experimental paradigm of free recall, participants first study a list of items and then

are prompted to recall the items in any order. Overall, the last few items on the list are more likely

to be recalled correctly. This recency bias has motivated, for example, the formulation used in

extrapolative models (Barberis et al., 2015, 2018; Jin and Sui, 2022; Liao et al., 2022) and models

of experience effects (Malmendier and Nagel, 2011, 2016; Malmendier et al., 2020).

The second force is motivated reasoning, which builds on the premise that people have an

incentive to maintain a positive self-view (Brunnermeier and Parker, 2005; Köszegi, 2006). For

example, survey evidence typically suggests that the vast majority of retail investors believe that

their performance is above average (Liu et al., 2022). This overly rosy self-image can be achieved,

for example, through actively focusing on the more positive experiences. When an investor expe-

riences both good and bad returns, but selectively remembers the good ones (and simultaneously

suppresses the bad ones), she can persistently be overconfident despite mediocre performances

(Bénabou and Tirole, 2002, 2004; Zimmermann, 2020; Gödker et al., 2021).

The third force underlying selective recall has to do with the features of the experience itself:

more salient, dramatic experiences are more likely to be recalled. This regularity is reminiscent of

the word frequency effect in item recognition tasks, the phenomenon that recognizable and rare
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words (e.g., heteroskedasticity) are easier to identify as having appeared before than common

words. One way of understanding this salience effect is through attention: salient events are

more likely to grab attention, which is required for the event to enter long-termmemory (Kahana,

2012). Salience comes in different forms: the amount of surprise, the degree of prominence, or

the level of contrast with surroundings (Bordalo et al., 2021b). In the context of financial markets,

it is straightforward to expect episodes featuring large swings in price and volume, such as big

run-ups and crashes, to be more salient.

2.1.2 Associative memory

The above mechanisms of selective memory make predictions about, in the absence of exter-

nal stimuli, what types of experience are more likely to be recalled. In parallel with this static

aspect of recall, psychologists have also discovered that, at a given moment, cues in the present

environment—time, location, narrative, story, image, emotion, and other stimuli— can trigger the

recall of different past experiences. By emerging in an individual’s mind right at a given moment,

these experiences play a disproportionally large role compared to other experiences that are also

stored in memory but are not cued at that point.

One of the principles governing the associative nature of memory is similarity: when recall-

ing past experiences, priority is given to those experiences with features that are similar to the

presently active features (Kahana, 2012; Wachter and Kahana, 2021).5 The role of cues in recall

has been extensively studied in the lab (Kahana, 2012). Recently, Enke et al. (2020) examine asso-

ciative memory using a series of belief-updating and financial market experiments and show that

this mechanism can help shed light on the prevalence of overreaction in belief formation; Grae-

ber et al. (2022) show that similarity-based recall can also explain why, in the lab, stories have a

stronger impact on beliefs than statistics. More generally, similarity-based recall can account for

a variety of puzzling phenomena observed in the study of judgment and decision-making (Bor-

dalo et al., 2022b) and can shed light on the interaction between System 1 and System 2 thinking

in imperfect reasoning (Ilut and Valchev, 2023).

The empirical challenge of examining the associative nature of memory stems from the ob-

5For example, in Proust’s In Search of Lost Time, the smell and taste of a madeleine together with tea brings the
narrator back to a Sunday morning when his aunt used to serve him a piece of madeleine in a similar way (“Proust’s
Madeleine”).
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scure nature of cues. In experimental settings, cues are unambiguous because they are designed

and given by the experimenter. In the field, however, any attribute of the present environment

may act as a cue in the recall process. In the setting of the financial market, its complex organi-

zation further complicates the problem and gives rise to a wide array of candidate cues: numbers

and figures on firms and the economy, narratives about policies, sentiments expressed by the

press, and actions taken by people around us. Below, when presenting the model, we discuss our

choice of cues.

2.2 A cued-recall model of belief formation

We next present a model of belief formation in financial markets based on cued recall. Sup-

posed that we are now in period T . An investor makes forecasts about the stock market’s return

in period, rT+1. When making forecasts, the investor follows two steps. In the first step, called

recall, she retrieves past experiences related to the stock market. In the second step, called simu-

lation, she uses the retrieved experiences to simulate a return distribution to make forecasts about

the market return in period T + 1 . This two-step process closely follows Bordalo et al. (2022a).

2.2.1 Recall

We first specify the process of recall. For each period t (1 ≤ t ≤ T − 1), we assume that the

investor has accumulated a “database” of experiences in the stock market, denoted by et. Each

database consists of a continuum of experiences. In reality, each experience is characterized mul-

tiple attributes—e.g., time, location, experienced return—and et contains a continuum of vectors.

For simplicity, however, we assume that each experience is fully characterized by the size of the

return. In this case, et contains a continuum of experienced returns in period t.

We further assume that these experienced returns can be described by a normal distribution

N(µt, σ
2
t ). That is, during period t, she experienced a market return of rt with a density of ft(rt),

where ft(·) is the probability density function (PDF) of normal distributionN(µt, σ
2
t ). Therefore,

the probability of experiencing a return in the interval [rt, rt + dx] is ft(rt)dx. When there is no

external influence of a cue, recall simply means taking random draws from this distribution. As-

suming that the investor takes an infinite number of draws, then her recalled return distribution
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follows N(µt, σ
2
t ) and objectively describes her experienced returns in period t.

However, when there is an external stimulus, qT , in the current environment, it affects recall

according to the rule of similarity. That is, experiences with attributes similar to qT are more

likely to be recalled. For simplicity, we consider a one-dimensional cue for now. Let s(rt, qT )

denote the similarity between experienced return rt and cue qT , where a higher value indicates

more similarity. All else being equal, if an experienced return is more similar to the cue, it is more

likely to be recalled. That is, the cue alters the distribution the investor draws from, resulting in

a “cued” PDF written as:

f ∗(rt; qT ) = f(rt)× s∗(rt, qT ), (1)

where

s∗(rt, qT ) =
s(rt, qT )∫

z
f(z)× s(z, qT )dz

. (2)

The numerator,
∫
z
f(z)× s(z, qT )dz, normalizes the PDF so that the total probability equals one.

2.2.2 Return as cue

Generally, qT can be any attribute of an experience. In our empirical exercise, we focus on

one of most natural cues in financial markets: return. In this case, qT = rT . Intuitively, we

assume that the investor sees a realized return in period T and makes forecasts about the return

distribution in period T + 1.

One way of modeling the similarity function is given by:

s(rt, rT ) = exp

(
−(rt − rT )

2

2τσ2
ϵ

)
, (3)

where τ = T − t is the elapsed time since the experience occurred and σϵ is the perceived

relevance of the cue. In the specification above, experienced returns closer in magnitude to rT

are perceived to be more similar to the cue and more likely to be recalled. In the denominator,

τσ2
ϵ represents the total strength of the cue, which depends on both σ2

ϵ and τ . The cue’s influence

is weaker if it is perceived to less relevant to the past returns (i.e., σ2
ϵ is large) or if the recalled

return is too far in the past (i.e., τ is large).

In the Appendix, we show that specification (3) is mathematically equivalent to the investor
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using the current return rT as a signal to infer rt in a Bayesian fashion. Specifically, the investor

has prior belief about, rt ∼ N(µt, σ
2
t ), and treats rT as a signal of rt:

rT = rt + ϵτ , (4)

with ϵτ ∼ N(0, τσ2
ϵ ). She follows Bayes’ rule to obtain the following posterior distribution:

rt|rT ∼ N((1− α)µt + αrT , σ
2
q ), (5)

where

α =
σ2
t

σ2
t + τσ2

ϵ

;σ2
q =

τσ2
t σ

2
ϵ

σ2
t + τσ2

ϵ

. (6)

We show in the Appendix that the above distribution is identical to the cued distribution in equa-

tion (1). For simplicity, we denote the corresponding PDF as f q
t .

Equation (5) illustrates the cued effect on recall: recalled returns deviate from the objective

mean µt towards the cue rT . Therefore, when the current cue rT is more positive, the distribution

of recalled experiences, on average, will also become more positive. This leads to the following

hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1. (Cued recall) The mean of recalled returns, E[rt|rT ] = (1 − α)µt + αrT , increases

in today’s market return rT .

We also note that the weight placed on the cue, measured by α, is not only a function of the

two variance terms, but also a function of τ . In particular, when t is concerning a more distant

period, a greater τ means a smaller α and reduces the effect of the cue. This leads to the following

hypothesis:

Hypothesis 2. (Recency effect) The strength of cued recall, measured by α, is decreasing in τ .

2.3 Simulation

In the second step, we specify how the investor use retrieved experiences to formulate her

projection about the future—a process called “simulation” (Bordalo et al., 2022a). We assume

that her predicted distribution of rT+1 is a weighted average of recalled distributions of past

experiences, rt, where 1 ≤ t ≤ T − 1. wt denotes each period’s weight and sums up to one.
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In this case, fT+1 =
∑T−1

t=1 wtf
q
t , where

∑T−1
t=1 wt = 1. This leads to the following hypothesis

regarding the relationship between the cue and beliefs:

Hypothesis 3. (Return extrapolation) Expected stock return for period T +1, E(rT+1), is increasing

in the return cue rT .

This hypothesis shows that, when investors observe a high market return today at time T ,

they tend to have more positive recalls of past returns as well as more optimistic beliefs about

future returns.

3 Survey Design and Other Data Sources

In this section, we describe the survey and other data sources. Sections 3.1 to 3.3 explain

the design of different blocks in the survey: recall, expectations, and other blocks, respectively.

Section 3.4 details the implementation of the survey.

3.1 Survey design: Recall

Examining investor memory requires collecting data on investors’ recall of past experiences

and performance. We use two blocks of the survey to elicit recall.

3.1.1 FreeRecall

The survey starts with a block called FreeRecall. As the name suggests, this block is moti-

vated by the well-established experimental paradigm of free recall (e.g., Murdock, 1962; Kahana,

2012) and is designed to elicit the episode of financial market fluctuation that first comes to mind

when an investor reflects on past market movements. By “free,” we mean that we intend to give

investors minimal guidance and conditions on what periods to be recalled. Thus, their answers

capture the idea of selective recall and are potentially informative of its determinants. Instead of

randomizing across blocks, we keep FreeRecall as the first block to reduce potential confounding

effects induced by the survey’s other blocks.

Once an investor enters the FreeRecall block, we start by asking her to “first think about the

overall stock market movement since you opened an account.” We then immediately ask the fol-

lowing question: “Since you started trading, what is the episode of market movement that first
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comes to mind? Please enter the starting month and ending month of this episode.” With this

question design, we are particularly concerned with recalling episodes that investors have expe-

rienced themselves in their trading. It is possible that episodes that are not directly experienced,

such as the Great Depression for baby boomers and the tech bubble to Gen Z investors—can also

be recalled and have an effect on belief formation; we abstract away from such non–experience-

based recall throughout the paper.6

Having entered the market episode that comes to mind, investors are immediately asked three

questions: 1) “How much did the market (Shanghai Composite Index) move during this period?”

2) “What was your total RMB investment during this period?” and 3) “What was your total RMB

return during this period?” Because it would be difficult to recall an exact number for these

questions, we offer a multiple choice, each choice covering a range of value.7

In addition to the main FreeRecall block, we consider two treatment blocks. In the first treat-

ment, called HappyRecall, instead of asking participants to free-recall a market episode, we ask

them to recall a pleasant market episode. In the second treatment, called PainfulRecall, we ask

them to recall a painful episode. As before, investors also need to recall the market movement

for the recalled episode. We discuss these two blocks in more detail in Section 6.

3.1.2 ProbedRecall

After FreeRecall, investors immediately move on to the second block, called ProbedRecall.

Here, we ask them to recall their own returns in the stock market over a certain period of time.

By “probed,” we want to highlight the fact that these questions are designed with more elabo-

rate conditions, both in terms of the type of memory elicited (own return) and the time period

specified (one day to one year).

When an investor enters the ProbedRecall block, we ask: “To the best of your recollection,

what was the cumulative return rate of your equity investment over: (1) last trading day; (2)

6In a follow-up survey we ran for a different project, we amend FreeRecall in two significant ways. First, we
experiment a different phrasing to elicit the episode that first comes to mind. Second, we ask investors not to restrict
their recall of the market to periods they have experienced themselves. We will discuss these results in Section 4.2
of the Online Appendix.

7We repeat this set of questions at the stock level, and the response rate is substantially lower. For the sake
of brevity and because we primarily focus on expectations at the market level, we do not discuss the results of
stock-level recall in the remainder of this paper.
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last month; (3) last year; and (4) last five years?” As before, we design these questions to be

multiple-choice, each choice covering a range of value.

3.2 Survey design: Expectation

After the two recall blocks, FreeRecall and ProbedRecall, investors enter the Expectation block.

We elicit two types of expectations, one about future market returns—including both the mean

return and the tail distributions—and one about future own returns. Again, the questions are

multiple-choice, and the phrasing is similar to that in earlier papers using self-designed surveys

to elicit expectations (Giglio et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2022)

In theory, we could randomize the order of blocks. For example, we can start with the expec-

tation block and proceed to the two recall blocks (Expectation–FreeRecall–ProbedRecall) or place

the expectation block between the two recall blocks (FreeRecall–Expectation–ProbedRecall). The

current ordering, however, is our preferred version, for the following reasons. First, as discussed

above, the survey should start with FreeRecall to minimize interference from the other blocks.

Second, it is quite natural to place the two recall blocks before the expectation block. One con-

cern about eliciting memories before eliciting beliefs is that the elicited memories may prime

investors. As a result, investors simply copy their previous responses in the two recall blocks

to answer questions in Expectation. In Section 6.5, we directly address this concern. Third, even

if we place the Expectation block ahead of the two recall blocks, this may bias investors’ recall

through motivated reasoning (Bénabou and Tirole, 2002, 2004).

3.3 Survey design: Other blocks

At the beginning of the survey, investors are explicitly instructed to rely on memory and not

to check their brokerage account or search the internet when completing the survey. In reality,

we do not observe when an investor does not follow our instructions. However, around 60%

investors finish the entire survey within 10 minutes, which leaves limited time for such checking.

In addition, since the survey is not incentivized with money, investors do not have the incentive

to get the accurate answer.8 Even if some of them do check online, their answers would lead to

8The survey is not incentivized with money per the institution’s regulations.
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an attenuation bias for most of the results we document.

At the beginning of the survey, investors also need to go through a comprehension check to

proceed. These questions check investors’ understanding of the concepts of dollar investment

and return. In our analysis, we exclude observations that did not pass the comprehension check.

They then move on to the FreeRecall, ProbedRecall, and Expectation blocks. After the Expectation

block, participants do a personality block, which includes 10 questions to measure the Big Five

personality traits (Jiang et al., 2020). At the end of the survey, we collect demographics and other

information in a standard questionnaire, including age, gender, wealth, income, social activities,

and so on. In the remainder of the paper, these variables will mostly be used as control variables.

Figure 1 illustrates the design of the survey blocks.

Figure 1: Organization of survey blocks

FreeRecall

HappyRecall

PainfulRecall
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Happy

Painful

Expectation Demographics and 
Other Information

ProbedRecallComprehension 
check

3.4 Survey implementation

We administered the survey through one of the largest financial institutions in China. In a

nutshell, we randomly selected targeted investors across 30 provinces (and regions).

Figure 2 illustrates the implementation timeline. The survey took place between November

29, 2021, and January 6, 2022, and respondents were given two weeks. A valid response had to be

completed within 30minutes. Respondents could open the survey using their personal computers

or on their smartphones; the vast majority completed on their phones. After applying basic filters,

we collected an initial sample of around 17,324 respondents. By design, respondents are evenly

distributed across the 60 brokers, with only slight variation. In terms of geographic variation,

areas that are more financially developed (e.g., Guangdong, Zhejiang, Jiangsu, and Shanghai) are

more represented. The basic demographic characteristics of our sample can be found in Figure
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3. Overall, the sample is young, well-educated, and affluent: the median age is around 35, the

majority have a bachelor degree, and a substantial fraction have a wealth above 1 million RMB.

Figure 2: Timeline of survey implementation
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In Section A.1 of the Online Appendix, we plot the distribution of survey respondents by day

and by hour. The distribution of our sample over time follows the timing of the three waves

closely. In addition, when calculating correlation between the number of responses and the daily

market return, we do not find the coefficient to be positive. Therefore, it does not seem that

positive market returns induce more investors to answer our survey. Within a day, most of the

responses occur during trading hours, suggesting that the survey is capturing investors who are

more actively trading in the market.

For a substantial fraction of the investors answering our survey, we can merge their survey

responses with their detailed transaction data. The main criterion is that name and date of birth

allow us to unique identify this investor among the investor population. This merging process

is close to random in theory, but empirically the merged and unmerged samples exhibit some

differences in observable characteristics. These differences, reported in Section A.2 of the Online

Appendix, are generally small in magnitude. In addition, as we will show later in Table 2, the

merging process does not change the distribution of portfolio returns.
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4 Stylized Facts about Investor Memory

In this section, we examine the two recall blocks to document new stylized facts about investor

memory. In Section 4.1, we compare recalled returns in the survey and actual returns in the

market data and transaction data. In Section 4.2, we analyze the recalled market episodes in

FreeRecall. In Section 4.3, we discuss age effects in recall.

4.1 Consistency between recalled return and actual return

4.1.1 FreeRecall

The FreeRecall block asks investors to recall a market episode that first comes to mind when

thinking about the stock market. In the rest of the paper, we will refer to their answers to this

question as “recalled market episodes.” We examine the properties of these recalls later in Section

4.2. In addition, respondents are asked to report the recalled episode return during this period. In

the rest of the paper, we will refer to their answers to this question as “recalled episode returns.”

Table 1 shows the summary statistics for recalled episode returns and the actual episode re-

turns for the recalled market episodes. In Panel A, we find substantial variation in the type of

market condition investors recall: while the median is around zero, the standard deviation is large

and a nontrivial fraction of investors recall an episode having either gone up by 100% or down by

50%. However, we find no evidence of investors selectively recalling more positive experiences.

Consistent with this, the actual episode return, on average, is actually higher than the recalled

episode return. This, as we explain in more detail below, is not inconsistent with motivated rea-

soning, according to which investors tend to hold a more rosy view about their own performance

rather than about the entire market.

How accurate are these recalled episode returns? Panel B finds their correlation with the

actual episode returns to be 0.53. This high correlation further validates that respondents in

our sample are indeed making a conscious effort in this recall task. Similarly, there is a high

correlation between the actual episode return and the recalled own return.
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4.1.2 ProbedRecall

Table 2 shows the summary statistics of recalls in ProbedRecall. In the rest of the paper, wewill

refer to these recalls as “recalled own returns” to differentiate from “recalled episode returns” in

FreeRecall. Panel A shows the distribution of recalled own returns at different horizons. Overall,

a longer horizon is associated with more positive recall. However, these recalls could reflect both

biases in recall and the actual own returns.

Panel B compares recalled own returns to actual own returns for the merged sample. Three

observations are worth noting. First, the distribution of recalled own returns for the full sample

in Panel A and for the merged sample in Panel B are similar, suggesting that the merging process

does not create selection in investor skills. Second, for horizons between one day and one year, we

do not find that recalled own returns are systematically higher than actual own returns. There-

fore, at the aggregate level, we do not find evidence that investors recall their past performances

with a positive bias for short-term or medium-term horizons. Third, when the look-back horizon

is over the longer term of five years, we find more suggestive evidence of positively biased recall:

the median recalled own return is 2.5% while the median actual own return is around 0.9%.

Overall, evidence in support of motivated reasoning is not strong in our setting. This may

initially appear surprising, given that retail investors on average overestimate their rank based

on performance in the population, which also holds true in our setting. One way to reconcile

this apparent contradiction is through investors’ assessment of others’ performances. Indeed, if

investors are both accurate in recalling their absolute performance and positively based in assess-

ing their relative rank, it must be that they are underestimating other people’s performance, in

the spirit of dismissiveness (Eyster et al., 2019).

To further confirm that investors in the survey are indeed making a conscious and genuine

effort to recall their past performance, Panel C shows the correlation between recalled own re-

turns and actual own returns. The correlations are positive and highly significant for all horizons,

suggesting that investors are indeed exercising efforts in this recall task. Interestingly, the corre-

lation is highest for one-year recall, suggesting that investors may tend to evaluate performance

at the one-year horizon.
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4.2 Salience and recency effects in recall

To analyze the properties of recalled market episodes, Figure 4 plots the distribution of start

dates and end dates against the Shanghai Composite Index. Although, on average, the market

exhibits an upward trajectory over the last three decades, it has also experienced two salient

bubble-and-crash episodes: one in 2007–08 and one in 2014–15.

Two patterns immediately emerge in Figure 4. First, recalled episodes display a recency ef-

fect: a disproportionally large number of answers concern recent periods, essentially for the end

dates. This result mirrors the recency effect documented in free recall experiments conducted by

memory psychologists: items that participants most recently saw are more likely to be recalled

later. In our setting, however, one mechanical driver of this recency effect is experience: new in-

vestors, by default, can only recall the more recent experiences, which can mechanically tilt the

distribution to recent periods. Figure 5 replots the distribution of recalled episodes but excludes

investors who entered the market during the last 12 months. If recency does not matter, then

all the 12 months during the past year should be equally likely to be recalled. However, Figure 5

shows a cluster of recalled episodes for the most recent month, confirming that the recency effect

is not mechanically driven by the cohort of new investors.

However, the recency effect does not fully capture the empirical distribution of recalled mar-

ket episodes. A second pattern to be observed in Figure 4 is that a substantial fraction of recalled

market episodes tilt towards the two bubble-and-crash episodes, even though they happened 7

and 14 years ago, respectively. Therefore, the probability of recalling a market episode is not

merely a function of time elapsed since that episode. In the Online Appendix, we also plot the

distribution of recalled market episodes for two subsamples based on age. Again, both the older

sample tends to recall more distant episodes, both recency and salient effects are observed in the

two subsamples, as shown in Section A.3 of the Online Appendix. In Section A.5 of the Online

Appendix, we further consider a recall structure in which investors are equally like to recall any

month they have experienced in the stock market, and show that the two effects documented

above are robust to this alternative recall structure.

There are several reasons that can potentially explain the salience effect, one being attention.

It has been observed that market run-ups are eye-catching events, drawing attention from re-
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tail investors whose active trading eventually leads to a trading frenzy (Scheinkman and Xiong,

2003; Xiong and Yu, 2011; Barberis et al., 2018; Liao et al., 2022). Because more mental resources

were devoted to tracing and monitoring the stock market at the time—a process through which

experiences are encoded into memory—these experiences are subsequently more likely to be re-

called. This is consistent with the experience effect, whereby a few big macroeconomic events

can have a long-lasting effect on beliefs and choice despite the numerous experiences one en-

counters through life. It also supports the retrieved context model byWachter and Kahana (2021)

which allows for stronger encoding of experiences that are more extreme.

We see that dramatic events such as bubbles and crashes are more likely to be recalled in

FreeRecall, but it remains unclear what part of the boom-and-bust cycle investors are more likely

to recall. To get a more granular look, Figure 6 zooms into 2014 and 2015 to further examine

the distribution of recalled market episodes during a bubble-and-crash episode. The 2014–2015

bubble started in late 2014, peaked in mid-2015, and then crashed. Figure 6 shows three modal

recalls: one ending in 2015:06, one beginning in 2015:06, and one beginning in 2015:01 and end-

ing in 2015:12. These answers correspond, respectively, to the run-up, the crash, and the full

cycle. These modes not only show the heterogeneity in the type of event investors recall, but

also demonstrate that investors can, in their recall, differentiate the various stages of a bubble.

4.3 Age and recall

As shown in Figure 4 and Table 1, there is substantial heterogeneity in the type of event

recalled in FreeRecall. It has been proposed that both demographics and trading characteristics

can influence investor memory. To examine the determinants of recall in FreeRecall, in Table 3 we

regress two aspects of recall—the distance of and the return of the recalled episode—on various

individual characteristics.

In Table 3, Column (1) first regresses the distance of the recalled episode on various individual

characteristics, with distance defined as the difference in years between December 2021 and the

midpoint of the recalled episode. Overall, we find that older investors tend to recall a more distant

episode. A 10-year difference in age implies a 1.1-year difference in recall distance. Column (2)

further controls for trading experience and shows that this effect is not driven by older investors

having entered the market earlier. In the Online Appendix, Table A.1 repeats this set of analyses
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by considering an enlarged set of individual characteristics, including performance and turnover.

Overall, age remains the most important and robust determinant of recall distance.

Column (3) of Table 3 repeats the exercise in Column (1) for recalled episode return. Again,

age appears to be a key determinant of recalled episode return: older investors tend to recall a

more bullishmarket episode. A 10-year difference in age implies a 2.3-percentage-point difference

in recalled return. Gender also appears to matter: women tend to recall a more bearish episode.

Interestingly, we find that neuroticism (one of the Big Five personality traits) also affects recall

significantly: more neurotic investors tend to recall a more bearish episode. This is consistent

with the notion that personality traits such as neuroticism are driving the cross-sectional varia-

tion in beliefs (Jiang et al., 2020). Columns (4) and (5) repeat the regression in Column (3) but adds

first experience and then recall distance as additional controls. On average, more distant recalls

are more bullish. At the same time, the coefficient on age continues to be significantly positive.

One alternative explanation for the positive correlation between age and recalled episode re-

turn is that older investors entered the market early, which coincides, by chance, with a booming

period. However, Figures 4 and 5 plot the Shanghai Composite Index and do not show any bunch-

ing of good returns in the early periods. In addition, Figure 7 plots the average recalled episode

return for each age bin and shows that the positive correlation is not driven by a particular co-

horts; it is present across a wide age spectrum.9

In a previous section, we documented that investor recall in FreeRecall exhibits a salience

effect. In Table 4, we further examine the determinants of recalling extreme events such as large

run-ups and crashes. Columns (1) and (2) are concerned with market run-ups. In each column, we

regress a dummy variable that equals 1 if the recall return is greater than 100%. As before, we find

significant age and gender effects: older, male investors are more likely to recall a large market

run-up. In Columns (3) and (4), we are instead concerned with crashes, where the dependent

variable is a dummy variable that equals 1 if the recall return is lower than -50%. Interestingly,

older people are also more likely to recall the extreme negative events, consistent with a salience

effect.

9In Section A.6 of the Online Appendix, we decompose recalled episode return into two components: actual
episode return and recall bias, defined as the difference between recalled episode return and actual episode return.
We find a similar positive correlation between age and actual returns, but not between age and recall bias. Therefore,
the age effect is more consistent with selective recall rather than biased recall.
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A deeper exploration on the underlying sources of the age effect is beyond the scope of our

paper. We note, however, that this finding is echoed by a large literature on age-related positivity

effects. As initially observed by Charles et al. (2003), compared with younger adults, older adults

show a significant information processing bias toward positive versus negative information. A

meta-analysis of more than 100 empirical studies concludes that the positivity effect is reliable

and robust (Reed et al., 2014). More recently, Bordalo et al. (2022a) find that older people appear

to be more optimistic about COVID, even though they themselves face greater risks of death.

5 Cued Recall

In this section, we test the first part of the model, recall, by studying the dynamics of investor

memory. In Section 5.1, we start by discussing how we generate variation in the cue when im-

plementing the survey. In Sections 5.2 and 5.3, we test the first two hypotheses of the model by

examining the relationship between returns and memories elicited by the two recall blocks.

5.1 Return as the cue

The complexity of the financial market gives rise to many candidates cues—time, location,

and narrative in the media—all of which could be playing a role in shaping the retrieval of past

experiences. To guide our empirical analysis, we hypothesize that return—either at the market

level or one’s own return—is an important cue that triggers the retrieval of past experiences. This

corresponds to Hypothesis 1 in the model, which suggest that, upon observing positive returns

in the market, investors are more likely to retrieve past experiences that are also associated with

a rising market. In FreeRecall, this mechanism corresponds to recalling a market episode with

higher returns; and, in ProbedRecall, because good returns remind investors of similar experiences

of a rising market, they tend to have an overly rosy assessment of their own returns in the past.

To get sufficient variation inmarket return, we roll out the survey in threewaves, spanning six

weeks and with sufficient movement in the market. During this period, the entire market exhibits

mild yet still significant movement. The maximum daily return is 1.18% while the minimum is

-1.16%; the standard deviation is around 0.66%. Figure 8 examines the distribution of returns

during this period in more detail. One appealing feature of the survey is that we can record the
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precise time when an investor begins to take the survey. Therefore, even for investors taking the

survey on the same day, their cues can be different as the fluctuates during the day.

In addition to using market return as a cue, we also consider portfolio-level return as a cue.

This is made possible by observing account-level data for the merged sample. Compared to mar-

ket return, portfolio-level return is more personal and therefore arguably a more salient cue. The

downside is that the merged sample is significantly smaller in sample size.

5.2 The FreeRecall block

According to Hypothesis 1, a positive return triggers the retrieval of an episode of a booming

market in FreeRecall. To test this, we first measure the return cue as the cumulative market return

up to the point when investor i starts taking the survey, MktRett→t+τi , where t corresponds to

the beginning of the day and t + τi the time of the day when investor i starts the survey. We

then regress recalled episode return in FreeRecall on the return cue, using the following main

regression specification:

M̂ktRet
Free

i = β0 + β1MktRett→t+τi +Xi + ϵi, (7)

where M̂ktRet
Free

i denotes investor i’s recalled return (hence the hat) of the market episode

recalled under FreeRecall, and Xi denotes a variety of individual-level controls: age, gender, ed-

ucation, wealth, income, and measures of social activities. Simply put, we test whether today’s

market fluctuations have any effects on investor recall.

In Table 5, Column (1) reports the results. The coefficient is positive but insignificant. There-

fore, overall, investor recall in the FreeRecall block does not appear to be cued by today’s market

return. It is possible that the market return today is too high-frequency and not all investors

pay attention to it. In Columns (2) and (3), we entertain two other specifications: one using past

one-month return as a cue and one using both returns at the same time. However, in neither

specification does the variation in market returns affect the recalled return in FreeRecall.10

The null results in Columns (1)–(3) may initially appear surprising and running counter to the

10In all regressions, we exclude observations that end in or after November 2021 to avoid the potential overlap
between the cue and the recall.
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hypothesis of similarity-based recall. A closer examination, however, suggests otherwise. First,

as shown in Section 4, recalled episodes in FreeRecall largely capture dramatic events featuring

large swings in asset prices, and to retrieve such salient events from memory may require ob-

serving cues that are also extreme in magnitude. While, as shown by Figure 8, there is significant

movement during our survey period, the overall market is rather mild, without sharp rises or

falls in asset prices. As a result, during our sample period, market returns as a cue may not be

powerful enough to affect recall in FreeRecall. Indeed, in a follow-up project, we ran a similar

survey during a more volatile market environment, and we find much stronger evidence for a

similar free recall block.

Second, similarity is not confined to two experiences having similar returns, but also depends

on their temporal proximity. This is related to the idea of temporal contiguity inmemory research,

which states that experiences occurring close together in time are associated to each other. Hy-

pothesis 2 speaks to temporal contiguity by showing that cued recall is stronger when the same

cue is used to retrieve more recent experiences. In the above regression, since we were consid-

ering today’s return as the cue, it may be able to affect the retrieval of more recent experiences,

but not the more distant experiences.

To test this latter possibility, we conduct a subsample analysis. We limit the recalled episode

in FreeRecall to those that end within the last five years. We choose five years as the cutoff point

because it ensures a sufficiently large sample while avoiding earlier bubble-and-crash episodes.

Both today’s return and the past one-month return have amuch stronger influence on the recalled

return in FreeRecall. In Column (4), a 1-percentage-point increase in today’s return increases the

recalled return by 2.1 percentage points. In Column (5), a 1-percentage-point increase in today’s

return increases the recalled return by 0.9 percentage points. And in Column (6), when both

today’s return and the past one-month return are included, the coefficients remain positive and

statistically significant.

5.3 The ProbedRecall block

Our next hypothesis is that a positive return leads to more positive recall of one’s own re-

turns in the ProbedRecall block. We run the same regression by replacing recalled episode return,
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M̂ktRet
Free

, with recalled past own return, ̂OwnRet
Probed

, with a similar specification:

̂OwnRet
Probed

i,t−h→t = β0 + β1MktRett→t+τi +Xi + ϵi, (8)

where ̂OwnRet
Probed

i,t−h→t represents the recalled own return of a given horizon h, namely from the

current date t to an earlier date t−h, andXi, as before, represents a set of individual-level controls

including basic demographics and other personal characteristics.

We start by considering recalling one’s own return yesterday using today’s market return as

a cue. Column (1) reports the results and finds evidence of similarity-based recall. When today’s

market return goes up by 1 percentage point, investors’ recalled own return for yesterday is, on

average, 68 basis points higher. Without controlling for actual own returns, however, one cannot

differentiate whether the recall is accurate or biased. For example, if there is positive autocorrela-

tion in daily market returns during the sample period, a positive coefficient may indicate rational

and accurate recall. In Column (2), using the merged sample, we control for the actual own re-

turn yesterday and find that controlling for actual performance does not reduce the strength of

cued recall. Therefore, positive returns leads to biased recall of past performance. Columns (3)

and (4) repeat the same regressions for recalled own return over the past month and find similar

evidence. When today’s market return goes up by 1 percentage point, investors’ recalled own

return for the past month is, on average, 1 percentage point higher, without or with the control

of the actual own return.

Interestingly, when we start to examine recall of past own return over a longer horizon, pat-

terns begin to diverge. In Column (5), we are concerned with recall of past year’s own return,

where today’s return no longer has a significant effect. This is consistent with Hypothesis 2 and,

more broadly, with the idea of temporal contiguity: when the nature of recall concerns a more

distant period, today’s return is becomes less powerful as a cue in the recall process. Interestingly,

in Column (6), when we instead use the past month return as the cue, it becomes more relevant.

That is, when reflecting on their performance over the past year or so, investors are cued by what

has been going on in the market over the last month.

While the positive coefficient in Column (6) may partially result from the mechanical positive

correlation between past market return and past own return, in Columns (7) and (8) we repeat
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the same analyses, adding actual own return as an additional control. The coefficient on today’s

return remains insignificant in Column (7) while the coefficient on the past one-month market

return remains significantly positive.

Table 7 repeats these regressions using portfolio-level return as the cue. Despite a substantial

drop in sample size in the merged sample, we find similar evidence of cued recall. Similar to

before, today’s portfolio return leads to biased recall of return for yesterday or over the last

month. Therefore, both market-level returns and portfolio-level returns can act as salient cues

when investors call their past performances.

6 Recall and Expectation

In this section, we test the second part of the model, simulation, by exploring how investors

use retrieved experiences to form expectations. We examine the statistical relationship between

recalls and expectations in Section 6.1. In the next three sections, we discuss additional properties

about the simulation process. Finally, we discuss alternative explanations in Section 6.5.

6.1 Retrieved experiences and expectations

It is well documented that return expectations exhibit large and persistent differences across

investors, but the underlying sources driving such variation remain less well-understood (Giglio

et al., 2021). Variations in the mental accounts of past events present a candidate explanation:

some investors may expect lower future returns because their recalled returns are low. This

process, in our model, corresponds to simulation whereby investors use retrieved experiences to

make forecasts about the future. Notice that this memory channel is different from the channel

of experiences, in that experience is more objective while memory can be selective and biased.

To uncover the properties about the simulation process, we examine the relationship between

expectations and recalls by running the following cross-sectional regression:

Ei[MktRett→t+h] = β0 + β1M̂ktRet
Free

i +Xi + ϵi; (9)

Ei[OwnRett→t+h] = β0 + β1M̂ktRet
Free

i +Xi + ϵi, (10)
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where M̂ktRet
Free

i is investor i’s recalled episode return, and Ei[MktRett→t+h] and

Ei[OwnRett→t+h] are the same investor’s expectations of the market and their own returns, re-

spectively. h represents the horizon at which expectations are elicited, ranging from the next

month to next year.

Table 8 reports the results. We consider four types of expectation. Columns (1) and (2) concern

expectations of the market return over the next month and the next year, respectively. Columns

(3) and (4) concern expectations of one’s own portfolio’s return in the next month and the next

year, respectively. We find that the respondents who recall higher returns in the past tend to

have higher expectations of future returns. Magnitude-wise, recalled returns in FreeRecall may

cover different time periods depending on the time periods our respondents choose. According

to Table 1, their 25–75 percentile range is -19.5% to 15.5%, which, for example, leads to a 0.14

-percent difference in the market return in the next month and a 0.7-percent difference in market

return in the next year according to our estimates. Interestingly, recalled episode returns seem

to have a greater influence on expectations concerning a longer forecasting horizon.

In Table 9, we repeat the above regression by replacing the recalled episode return in FreeRecall

with recalled own returns in ProbedRecall. To simplify the exercise, for each type of expectation

we examine, we pick recalled own returns over the last month and last year. In these regressions,

expectations about market returns and one’s own returns going forward are highly correlated

with recalled own returns. Magnitude-wise, according to Table 2, the 25–75 percentile range of

the past one-month own return is -4.5% to 4.5%, which leads to a 0.72-percentage-point differ-

ence in expected market return and a 2.79-percentage-point difference in expected own return,

respectively, over the next month. Moreover, the 25–75 percentile range of the past one-year per-

formance is -6.5% to 9.5%, which leads to a 1.12-percentage-point difference in expected market

return and a 6.40-percentage-point difference in expected own return, respectively, over the next

year.

It is worth noting that the use of retrieved experiences depends on the forecasting horizon.

In Table 9, comparing between Columns (3) and (6), recalled own one-year return matters four

times more when investors are forming expectations about the next year than for next month.

Similarly, in Columns (9) and (12), recalled own one-year return matters substantially more for

expectations concerning a more distant future. Therefore, it seems that the simulation process in
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belief-formation exhibits horizon-dependency: when investors are forming expectations about a

longer horizon, they also rely on experiences that are more distant.

Lastly, comparing Tables 8 and 9, we see that, while both types of recalls have significant

explanatory power for investor beliefs about stock market returns and own returns, recalled own

returns from ProbedRecall exhibit stronger explanatory power. This suggests that an important

channel through which memory affects beliefs is not just through the retrieval of market-wide

events but also through the retrieval of one’s own personal experiences.

6.2 Horse race between actual and recalled experience

We next compare actual and recalled experiences in their explanatory power for beliefs. We

first run the same regression specifications in equations (9) and (10), but replace the recalled

episode return by the actual episode return. In Columns (1) and (2), actual episode returns are

positively correlated with return expectations over the one-year horizon. However, in Columns

(3) and (4) where we put back recalled episode returns, the coefficients on actual episode returns

shrink in size and become much closer to zero. At the same time, the coefficients on recalled

episode returns remain positive and significant.

In Columns (5) to (8), we run similar regressions to compare recalled own return and actual

own return in their explanatory power for beliefs. Similarly to before, while the actual own

returns are positively correlated with return expectations, recalled returns have much stronger

explanatory power for beliefs. Taken together, these results suggest it is not only one’s objective

experiences, but themental representations of these experiences, that are shaping investor beliefs.

6.3 R-squared

Another way to evaluate the economic significance of these results is to ask how much of the

variation in expectations can be accounted for by investor recall. Ex-ante, individual differences in

beliefs are difficult to explain, as they are mostly characterized by large and persistent individual

fixed effects unexplained by demographic variables (Giglio et al., 2021). In Table 11, we compare

the explanatory powers of demographic variables and recall for expectations. In each column, we

regress one type of investor expectation on either demographic variables alone or recall alone,
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without additional control variables. For demographic variables, we consider gender, age, income,

wealth, and education dummies; including additional controls such as social activities has limited

impact on the adjusted R-squared. For recall, based on the horizon-dependence result, we only

use recalled own return in ProbedRecall of the corresponding window. That is, the univariate

recall variable is the past one-month recall if the dependent variable is the expectation of future

one-month return or is the past one-year recall if the dependent variable is the expectation of

future one-year return.

In Table 11, on average, the explanatory power of recalled own returns for expectations is

comparable to or higher than that of demographic variables. The increase in R-squared is sub-

stantial. For example, comparing the R-squareds in Panel B of Table 8 to those in Table 11, we

see that including a single variable of recalled own return can increase the R-squared from be-

tween 1% and 4% to between 4% and 14%. Giglio et al. (2021) pose as an open question what

variables could be driving the cross-sectional variation in beliefs. Our evidence suggests that the

way experiences are processed, stored, and retrieved paves a promising way to microfound belief

heterogeneity.1112

6.4 Forecast errors

In our analysis on beliefs so far, we have only focused on investors’ subjective return expec-

tations. However, it unclear whether these return expectations are rational or simply reflecting

biases in beliefs. To directly link memory with biased beliefs, we instead examine forecast errors,

calculated as the difference between one’s expected market return and the actual realized market

return. In Section A.9 of the Online Appendix, we report the results when regressing forecast

errors on recalls, and we find similar patterns. Therefore, investor memory does not only drive

return expectations themselves, but also contribute to forecast errors at the individual level.

11To be more precise, Giglio et al. (2021) include experience as an explanatory variable. However, as we clearly
show, not only does experience itself matter, but it matters how the same experience is processed and recalled in the
future.

12In Section of A.10 of the Online Appendix, we consider another case in which we first include both date and
location fixed effects. These two fixed effects should control for cue effects induced by date and location. We then add
in investor recalls, and we find again a significant increase in R-squared. Therefore, investor memory is correlated
with beliefs even after controlling for the cue effects captured by date and location.
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6.5 Alternative explanations

In the previous section, we established that there is a strong and robust statistical relationship

between investor recall and expectations. However, given the difficulty of generating random

variation in recall, it is hard to establish causality. Moreover, that both variables are elicited

through the survey invites a few alternative explanations of our results. Below, we discuss a few

such alternatives and how we rule them out.

6.5.1 Anchor effects

In our survey, investors first answer two recall blocks before they answer a block of questions

on expectations. As a result, one possible alternative explanation for the statistical relationships

documented above is that, when reporting expectations in the Expectation block, some investors

unwilling to exercise sufficient mental effort, so that their answers are anchored towards their an-

swers in the previous recall blocks, leading, in turn, to a mechanical positive correlation between

recall and expectations.

If such anchoring is indeed prevalent and quantitatively large, one testable prediction is that

the statistical relationship between recall and expectations should be stronger among those who

finish the survey more quickly. In other words, anchoring effects should be stronger among those

who finished the survey more quickly. To test this possibility, in Table 12, we run the following

equations:

Ei[MktRett→t+h] = β0 + β1
̂OwnRet

Probed

i,t−h→t + β2
̂OwnRet

Probed

i,t−h→t ×mi + β3mi +Xi + ϵi;(11)

Ei[OwnRett→t+h] = β0 + β1
̂OwnRet

Probed

i,t−h→t + β2
̂OwnRet

Probed

i,t−h→t ×mi + β3mi +Xi + ϵi,(12)

wheremi is the total number of minutes investor i spent on the survey. In all of the four specifi-

cations we consider, the coefficient on the interaction term is insignificant and essentially to zero,

clearly rejecting that the correlation between recalls and expectations is due to some investors

rushing in answering the survey.

A second piece of evidence casting doubt on anchoring is from the two additional treatments,

HappyRecall and PainfulRecall, which ask investors to recall a happy and painful episode, respec-

tively. Given the design, the recalled episode returns in these two blocks are very different from
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those in FreeRecall. In Table 13, Column (1) shows that recalled returns are, on average, 23% and

-20% in HappyRecall and PainfulRecall, whereas the average recalled return in FreeRecall is 5%.

If investors were anchored by their earlier responses, then similar differences in answers should

occur in the immediate block, ProbedRecall, results in gaps in recalled own returns across the

three treatments. However, Columns (2)–(5) show that average recalled own returns are essen-

tially flat across the three treatments. Therefore, it does not seem that investors are mechanically

anchored by their previous answers.13

6.5.2 Click-through behavior

Related to the anchor effect, if some investors just click through the entire survey with the

same answer option, this would generate a similar positive correlation between recall and expec-

tations. Such click-through behavior would imply that other variables elicited in the same survey

would exhibit a similar positive correlation.

To test this, instead of regressing expectations on recalled returns, we use expected crash

probability on the left-hand side. During the sample period, the Shanghai Composite Indexmostly

hovers between 3,500 and 3,600. We have consider two crash events: the Index dropping below

3,000 within a month and the index dropping below 2,500 within a year. Investors are asked to

report a percentage number between 0% and 100% as their subjective probability of a crash.

Regression results are reported in Table 14. If it is indeed click-through behavior driving the

positive correlation between recall and expectation, we should see a similar relationship in these

regressions. However, we do not: investors with a higher recalled return tend to believe that

there is a lower probability of crash happening. These results also suggest that recall affects not

only average beliefs, but also people’s perception of tail events.

6.5.3 Motivated beliefs

While it is psychologically realistic to expect the direction of causality to go from memory to

expectations, it is also possible that causality goes the other way—through motivated reasoning.

13In unreported analysis, we do find that, when the recalled episode becomes rather recent and overlaps in time
with the recall horizon in ProbedRecall, the two treatments do have an effect on recalled own returns. This is consis-
tent with interference based on temporal contiguity (Kahana, 2012; Bordalo et al., 2022b), whereby reminding people
good or bad experiences in the past can increase or decreased their recall of past performance.
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For instance, suppose that expectations actually have nothing to do with memory but are shaped

by some omitted variables. Optimistic investors, however, would probably justify their optimism

by selectively remembering the more positive experiences. Since we do not exogenously vary

either the expectation or the recall, we cannot differentiate between these two stories.

However, we can analyze one particular version of the motivated reasoning story by checking

the relationship between past actions and future recall. According to this version of motivated

reasoning, after an investor increased her stock holdings, shewould like to justify her decisions by

recalling more positive experiences in the past. However, when regressing past holding changes

on recalls, we find little evidence of past actions driving recall. For example, in Table 15, we

regress recalled own returns on recent holding changes, and none of the coefficients is signifi-

cantly positive.

6.5.4 External validity

Lastly, we confirm that the elicited beliefs from the survey affect investor decisions. While

the previous literature has confirmed that survey expectations do affect decisions (Giglio et al.,

2021), it is possible that the return expectations elicited in our survey are more influenced by

the elicited memories and carry less external validity once investors exit the survey. In Table

16, we confirm that return expectations, especially expectations of one’s own performance going

forward, are correlated with trading on the day of the survey and subsequent trading behavior.

7 Recall and Belief Biases

In this section, we link the previously documentedmemory structures to some prevalent belief

biases. In Section 7.1, we examine Hypothesis 3 of the model and discuss the link between cued

recall and return extrapolation. In Section 7.2, we link selective memory with overconfidence.

7.1 Return extrapolation

One common robust bias in belief formation is return extrapolation—the investor’s tendency

to form expectation of future returns based on past returns (Greenwood and Shleifer, 2014; Da
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et al., 2021; Liao et al., 2022). While extrapolation has been used to explain rich patterns in as-

set return dynamics (Barberis et al., 2015, 2018; Jin and Sui, 2022), its psychological foundation

remains to be explored. For instance, Barberis (2018) reviews the microfoundations of extrapola-

tion. Some of these microfoundations, such as representativeness and the law of small numbers,

are based on psychology and others on bounded rationality.

Hypothesis 3 suggests that similarity-based recall can microfound return extrapolation, be-

cause good returns trigger recall of past experiences associated with good returns (e.g., Bor-

dalo et al., 2021a, 2022b). If investors form expectations by relying their past experiences, they

tend to overly use the more positive ones and therefore become overly optimistic upon seeing

good returns. One key implication of this memory-based mechanism is that the positive relation-

ship between good returns and positive expectations hinges on recall—return affects expectations

through recall. Controlling for recall, therefore, would weaken the relationship between returns

and expectations.

To examine this hypothesis, we first confirm the tendency to extrapolate returns in the cross-

section of our respondents by regressing their reported expected market return in the next month

on the actual episode return in the past month. Column (1) of Table 17 reports the result. Exploit-

ing random variations in the timing of our survey, we find that respondents who experienced a

1-percentage-higher market return in the past month tend to report 0.14-percentage-higher ex-

pected return in the next month, consistent with return extrapolation.

Then, to test our hypothesis, we add the respondents’ recalled own return in the past month to

our regression. Column (2) of Table 17 reports the result. We find that the coefficient associated

with the actual episode return declines and becomes statistically less significant, whereas the

coefficient associated with the recalled own return is strong. As shown in Section 5.3, one-month

market return can affect recall of own return up to a year ago. In Column (3), we further include

recalled own return about the past year, and the coefficient on the one-month return is no longer

statistically significant.14

In Table 17, Columns (4) to (6) repeat these analyses using expected own return as the depen-

dent variable instead. In these regressions, we find an even more striking result: recalled own

14In the Online Appendix, we show that under the null that the realized return affects expectation only through
its effect on memory, the coefficient of the realized return is positive if we regression the expected return on the
realized return, and is zero if we regress the expected return on both the realized return and recalled return.
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returns completely drive out the explanatory power of recent market returns for explaining ex-

pected own returns. These results impute a central role to memory and recall in the investors’

extrapolation tendency in expectation formation.

7.2 Selective memory and overconfidence

The theory literature has long suggested the potential connection between selective recall

and overconfidence (Bénabou and Tirole, 2002, 2004). Recent literature has uncovered supportive

evidence. In the lab, Zimmermann (2020) finds that positive feedback has a long-lasting effect on

people’s beliefs while negative feedback has only a temporary effect; Gödker et al. (2021) find that

individuals over-remember positive investment outcomes and under-remember negative ones. In

the field, Huffman et al. (2022) find a positive correlation between overconfidence and selective

recall in the cross-section of managers.

We bring similar evidence from the field using a large sample of retail investors, which is

complementary to the evidence accumulated in the lab and the field as discussed above. In Ta-

ble 18, we regress measures of overconfidence on recalled return in FreeRecall; in the Online

Appendix, Table A.8 regresses measures of overconfidence on recalls in ProbedRecall. We con-

sider two measures of overconfidence: the difference between expected own return and expected

market return and the subjective perception of one’s own information advantage. As discussed in

Liu et al. (2022), the first measure captures overplacement of one’s skill while the second captures

overprecision of one’s own information.

In Table 18, Column (1) shows a positive correlation between overconfidence and recalled

return in FreeRecall; investors who tend to recall a more bullish episode are also more likely to

be overconfident. Column (2) decomposes the recalled return into two components: the actual

episode return and the bias, defined as the difference between recalled return and actual return.

Column (2) shows that overconfidence is primarily driven by the bias component of recalled

return. Columns (3) and (4) repeat these exercises and show that recalled return in FreeRecall is

also positively correlated with perceived information advantage.
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8 Conclusion

There are growing interests in understanding the role of memory in driving beliefs and

choices. Much of the discussion so far has focused on either uncovering new lab evidence or

developing new memory-based theories of decision-making. In this paper, we bring new evi-

dence from the field. We survey a large representative sample of retail investors to elicit their

memories of stock market investment and return expectations. By merging the survey data with

administrative data of transactions, we confirm the validity of elicited memories, examine their

properties, and establish new facts that shed light on the relationship between investor memory

and belief formation.
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Figure 3: Distribution of demographic variables

We report the distribution of age, gender, education, wealth, income, and experience. For experience, we
only have observations for the merged sample.
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Figure 4: Distribution of recalled market episodes in FreeRecall

The blue solid line represents the Shanghai Composite Index. The solid bars represent the frequency of answers.
The frequencies are rescaled to improve readability.
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Figure 5: Distribution of recalled market episodes in FreeRecall, excluding investors who entered
during the past year

The blue solid line represents the Shanghai Composite Index. The solid bars represent the frequency of answers.
The frequencies are rescaled to improve readability.
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Figure 6: Distribution of recalled market episodes in FreeRecall in 2015
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Figure 7: Age and recalled episode return in FreeRecall
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Figure 8: Distribution of daily returns during the survey period
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Table 1: Summary statistics of recalled episode return in FreeRecall

Panel A: Summary statistics
N Mean SD P5 P25 Median P75 P95

Recalled episode return 5,087 5.6% 38.8% -50.5% -19.5% 0.0% 15.5% 100.0%
Actual episode return 5,453 13.2% 45.5% -41.8% -21.8% 2.6% 31.3% 124.8%
Own episode return 4,711 -1.6% 42.5% -76.5% -27.3% 0.0% 16.7% 100.0%

Panel B: Correlation between recalled and actual episode return
Actual Recalled Own

Actual episode return
Recalled episode return 0.534
Own episode return 0.496 0.276
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Table 2: Summary statistics of recalled own returns in ProbedRecall

Panel A: Summary statistics of recalled own returns
N Mean SD P5 P25 Median P75 P95

Recalled own return
1D 10,432 -0.3% 5.5% -13.5% -2.5% -0.5% 2.5% 10.5%
1M 9,957 -0.2% 6.5% -13.5% -4.5% 0.5% 4.5% 10.5%
1Y 10,440 1.8% 13.2% -22.5% -6.5% 1.5% 8.5% 32.5%
5Y 9,325 4.3% 24.3% -39.5% -9.5% 2.5% 10.5% 70.5%

Panel B: Summary statistics of the merged sample
N Mean SD P5 P25 Median P75 P95

Recalled own return
1D 1,896 -0.3% 13.1% -14.5% -2.5% -0.5% 2.5% 10.5%
1M 1,946 -0.3% 6.6% -13.5% -4.5% 0.5% 4.5% 10.5%
1Y 2,207 2.6% 14.2% -21.5% -6.5% 1.5% 9.5% 35.5%
5Y 2,178 3.9% 23.3% -39.5% -9.5% 2.5% 11.5% 60.5%

Actual own return
1D 1,896 0.3% 2.4% -2.9% -0.9% 0.2% 1.4% 4.0%
1M 1,946 3.0% 7.4% -10.2% -1.9% 2.6% 7.2% 18.6%
1Y 2,207 7.0% 19.7% -24.1% -6.6% 4.3% 17.9% 52.2%
5Y 2,178 4.8% 28.2% -40.3% -14.2% 0.9% 20.0% 68.9%

Panel C: Correlation matrix of the merged sample
Actual own return

Recalled own return 1D 1M 1Y 5Y
1D 0.074
1M 0.327
1Y 0.402
5Y 0.317
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Table 3: Determinants of recalled episodes in FreeRecall

We regress two aspects of the recalled episode in FreeRecall on various individual characteristics. In Columns (1) and
(2), the dependent variable is distance, defined as the difference in years between December 2021 and the midpoint
of the recalled episode. In Columns (3)–(5), the dependent variable is recalled episode return—the market return
during the recalled episode. Columns (1) and (3) use the full sample while Columns (2), (4), and (5) use the merged
sample to include trading experience. Age is calculated in years as of December 2021. Experience is defined as the
number of years of having a brokerage account. Wealth and income are in RMB. Often check account, Often check
news, Often discuss, and Many Wechat groups are dummy variables indicating whether the investor likes to check
accounts often, checks financial news often, discusses with others about the stock market often, and has at least
two Wechat groups for discussing stocks. Agreeable, Extraversion, Conscientiousness, Neuroticism, and Openness
represent the Big Five personality traits. We cluster standard errors at the date level. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.

Dependent variable:

Distance Recalled episode return
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Age 0.11∗∗∗ 0.07∗∗ 0.23∗∗∗ 0.34∗∗∗ 0.25∗∗

(0.01) (0.03) (0.07) (0.12) (0.11)
Experience 0.19∗∗∗ 0.11 −0.09

(0.04) (0.12) (0.13)
Distance 1.21∗∗∗

(0.21)
Female −0.33∗ 0.03 −2.36∗∗ −1.71 −1.85

(0.19) (0.29) (0.94) (1.66) (1.62)
College 0.30∗∗ 0.53 −0.73 1.87 0.76

(0.14) (0.38) (1.85) (2.92) (2.88)
Wealth>1M −0.21 0.01 1.87 −3.48 −3.47

(0.17) (0.32) (1.23) (2.71) (2.48)
Income>200K 0.36∗ −0.11 0.17 6.25∗∗ 6.09∗

(0.17) (0.39) (1.73) (2.83) (2.94)
Often check account −0.77∗∗∗ −0.60∗∗ −3.36∗∗∗ −0.39 −0.23

(0.14) (0.23) (0.89) (3.45) (3.37)
Often check news −0.09 −0.64∗ 1.75 2.32 2.92

(0.19) (0.32) (1.12) (2.46) (2.31)
Often discuss 0.18 0.60 −0.91 −1.60 −1.76

(0.14) (0.35) (1.52) (3.15) (3.01)
Many Wechat groups 0.46∗∗∗ 0.29 −0.14 4.56∗∗ 4.06∗

(0.16) (0.34) (1.09) (2.13) (2.14)
Agreeableness −0.20∗ −0.02 1.11 3.29∗∗ 2.97∗∗

(0.11) (0.15) (0.98) (1.44) (1.39)
Extraversion −0.15 −0.11 −1.49∗ −2.62 −2.42

(0.09) (0.15) (0.76) (2.04) (1.99)
Conscientiousness 0.03 0.03 0.71 1.27 1.22

(0.09) (0.15) (1.25) (2.09) (2.16)
Neuroticism 0.11 −0.06 −1.21∗∗ −2.06∗ −2.00∗

(0.08) (0.13) (0.48) (1.08) (1.12)
Openness 0.06 0.15 0.11 1.33 1.19

(0.10) (0.10) (0.52) (1.11) (1.12)

Observations 4,731 1,407 3,882 1,152 1,152
R2 0.14 0.28 0.11 0.24 0.25
Adjusted R2 0.08 0.14 0.04 0.05 0.07
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Table 4: Determinants of recalling an extreme event in FreeRecall

We regress measures of recalling an extreme event in FreeRecall on various individual characteristics. In Columns (1)
and (2), the dependent variable is a dummy variable indicating a recalled market rise of more than 100%. In Columns
(3) and (4), the dependent variable is a dummy variable indicating a recalled market crash of falling more than 50%.
Age is calculated in years as of December 2021. Distance is defined as the difference in years between December
2021 and the midpoint of the recalled episode. Wealth and income are in RMB. Often check account, Often check
news, Often discuss, and Many Wechat groups are dummy variables indicating whether the investor likes to check
accounts often, checks financial news often, discusses with others about the stock market often, and has at least
two Wechat groups for discussing stocks. Agreeable, Extraversion, Conscientiousness, Neuroticism, and Openness
represent the Big Five personality traits. We cluster standard errors at the date level. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.

Dependent variable:

Recalled episode return>100% Recalled episode return<-50%
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Age 0.23∗∗∗ 0.12∗∗∗ 0.09∗∗ 0.04
(0.04) (0.03) (0.03) (0.04)

Distance 1.04∗∗∗ 0.38∗∗∗

(0.09) (0.07)
Female −2.51∗∗∗ −2.13∗∗∗ −0.79 −0.65

(0.66) (0.59) (0.90) (0.86)
College 0.22 −0.16 1.65∗∗ 1.51∗

(1.07) (1.03) (0.75) (0.74)
Wealth>1M 1.83∗ 2.16∗∗ 0.99 1.11

(0.99) (0.92) (1.10) (1.08)
Income>200K −1.60 −2.08∗ −1.41∗ −1.58∗

(1.19) (1.20) (0.79) (0.82)
Often check account −3.71∗∗∗ −3.14∗∗∗ 1.29 1.50∗

(0.90) (0.87) (0.83) (0.87)
Often check news 3.97∗∗∗ 4.18∗∗∗ 1.38 1.45

(0.98) (1.03) (1.19) (1.17)
Often discuss −0.53 −0.61 −1.36 −1.39

(0.96) (0.86) (1.01) (1.03)
Many Wechat groups 0.52 −0.07 0.49 0.28

(1.02) (0.96) (0.82) (0.85)
Agreeableness 1.68∗∗ 1.79∗∗ 0.32 0.37

(0.81) (0.82) (0.58) (0.58)
Extraversion −1.73∗∗∗ −1.65∗∗∗ 0.47 0.50

(0.45) (0.41) (0.55) (0.55)
Conscientiousness 1.12 1.03 1.24∗∗ 1.20∗∗

(0.78) (0.76) (0.58) (0.58)
Neuroticism −1.40∗∗∗ −1.48∗∗∗ −0.07 −0.10

(0.40) (0.36) (0.35) (0.36)
Openness −0.81 −0.84 −1.09∗∗ −1.10∗∗

(0.60) (0.56) (0.43) (0.43)

Observations 3,882 3,882 3,882 3,882
R2 0.13 0.17 0.07 0.08
Adjusted R2 0.05 0.10 -0.002 0.005
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Table 5: Tests of similarity-based recall in FreeRecall

We test similarity-based recall by regressing recalled episode return in FreeRecall on the current market
return (as of today) and the past one-month return. To avoid potential confounds, we exclude observations
inwhich the recalled episode ends in or after November 2021, so that the cued episode does not overlapwith
the recalled episode. Market return today is calculated as the cumulative return from the market opening
to the point when the investor starts to take the survey. We control for age, gender, education, wealth,
income, frequency of checking accounts, frequency of checking news, frequency of discussing investments,
and number ofWechat groups. Panels A, B, C are based on the full sample, the sample in which the recalled
episode ending date is within the past 5 years, and the sample in which the investing experience is below
the median, respectively. We cluster standard errors at the date level. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.

Dependent variable: Recalled episode return

Panel A: Full
(1) (2) (3)

Market return, today 0.32 −0.21
(1.35) (1.49)

Market return, past month −0.61 −0.57
(0.53) (0.58)

Observations 3,443 3,612 3,443
R2 0.04 0.04 0.04
Adjusted R2 0.01 0.01 0.01

Panel B: Recalled episode end ≤ 5 years
(4) (5) (6)

Market return, today 2.08∗ 3.27∗∗∗

(1.21) (1.16)
Market return, past month 0.86∗∗ 1.36∗∗∗

(0.41) (0.44)

Observations 880 916 880
R2 0.14 0.14 0.15
Adjusted R2 0.02 0.02 0.03
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Table 6: Cued recall in ProbedRecall, using market returns as cues

We regress the recalled return of an investor’s own portfolio in ProbedRecall on the recent market return
and his actual portfolio return. “Market return, today” is the market return on the day when the survey
was completed and is calculated as the cumulative return from the market opening to the point when the
investor starts to take the survey. “Market return, past month” is the market return during the month
before the survey was completed. We include observations only from Tuesdays to Fridays to ensure that
“yesterday” does not fall on a weekend. We control for age, gender, education, wealth, income, frequency
of checking accounts, frequency of checking news, frequency of discussing investments, and number of
Wechat groups. We cluster standard errors at the date level. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.

Dependent variable: Recalled own return

Yesterday Past month
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Market return, today 0.68∗∗ 0.94∗∗ 0.99∗∗∗ 1.02∗∗

(0.28) (0.31) (0.37) (0.47)
Actual own return, yesterday 0.27∗∗∗

(0.09)
Actual own return, past month 0.21∗∗∗

(0.02)

Observations 7,746 1,619 7,436 1,668
R2 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.11
Adjusted R2 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.10

Dependent variable: Recalled own return

Past year
(5) (6) (7) (8)

Market return, today 0.36 1.01
(0.70) (0.66)

Market return, past month 0.70∗∗∗ 0.76∗∗∗

(0.14) (0.30)
Actual own return, past year 0.23∗∗∗ 0.22∗∗∗

0.01 0.01

Observations 7,762 8,387 1,881 2,104
R2 0.07 0.07 0.05 0.11
Adjusted R2 0.06 0.06 0.13 0.13
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Table 7: Cued recall in ProbedRecall, using investors’ portfolio returns as cues

We regress the recalled return of an investor’s own portfolio in ProbedRecall on his portfolio return today
and his actual own portfolio return during the recalled period. We include observations only fromTuesdays
to Fridays to ensure that “yesterday” does not fall on a weekend. Today’s portfolio return is calculated as
the cumulative return from the market opening to the point when the investor starts to take the survey. We
control for age, gender, education, wealth, income, frequency of checking accounts, frequency of checking
news, frequency of discussing investments, and number of Wechat groups. We cluster standard errors at
the date level. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.

Dependent variable: Recalled own return

Yesterday Past month
(1) (2)

Actual own return, today 0.16∗ 0.19∗∗∗

(0.08) (0.06)
Actual own return, yesterday 0.23∗∗∗

(0.08)
Actual own return, past month 0.21∗∗∗

(0.02)

Observations 1,772 1,619
R2 0.04 0.04
Adjusted R2 0.03 0.03
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Table 8: Memory and expectation in FreeRecall

We examine the statistical relationship between memories and expectations. The dependent variables are
a respondent’s expected return of the market returns or his own portfolio in the next 30 days or in the
next 1 year. The main independent variable is the recalled episode return during the recalled episode
in FreeRecall. We control for age, gender, education, wealth, income, frequency of checking accounts,
frequency of checking news, frequency of discussing investments, and number of Wechat groups. We
cluster standard errors at the date level. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.

Dependent variable: Expected return

Market return, 1M Market return, 1Y Own return, 1M Own return, 1Y
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Recalled episode return 0.004∗∗ 0.02∗∗∗ 0.01∗∗ 0.05∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.004) (0.004) (0.01)

Observations 3,968 3,864 2,805 2,952
R2 0.04 0.08 0.09 0.11
Adjusted R2 0.01 0.05 0.04 0.07
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Table 9: Memory and expectation in ProbedRecall

We examine the statistical relationship between memories and expectations. The dependent variables are a respon-
dent’s expectation of market returns and of own portfolio’s returns in the next 30 days and in the next 1 year.
The independent variables are recalled own returns in ProbedRecall. We control for age, gender, education, wealth,
income, frequency of checking accounts, frequency of checking news, frequency of discussing investments, and
number of Wechat groups. We cluster standard errors at the date level. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.

Dependent variable: Expected return

Market return, 1M Market return, 1Y
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Recalled own return, 1M 0.08∗∗∗ 0.07∗∗∗ 0.11∗∗∗ 0.07∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.02) (0.02)
Recalled own return, 1Y 0.03∗∗∗ 0.01∗∗∗ 0.07∗∗∗ 0.05∗∗∗

(0.003) (0.004) (0.01) (0.01)

Observations 8,000 8,312 6,567 7,759 8,123 6,415
R2 0.05 0.04 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.08
Adjusted R2 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.06

Dependent variable: Expected return

Own return, 1M Own return, 1Y
(7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)

Recalled own return, 1M 0.31∗∗∗ 0.21∗∗∗ 0.51∗∗∗ 0.13∗

(0.02) (0.02) (0.05) (0.07)
Recalled own return, 1Y 0.15∗∗∗ 0.11∗∗∗ 0.40∗∗∗ 0.39∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.03) (0.03)

Observations 6,688 6,898 5,631 6,869 7,193 5,822
R2 0.13 0.13 0.16 0.11 0.13 0.14
Adjusted R2 0.11 0.11 0.14 0.09 0.12 0.12
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Table 10: Horse race between actual and recalled experience in explanatory power for beliefs

We examine the statistical relationship between recalls and expectations. The dependent variables are the respon-
dent’s expectation of market returns and of own portfolio’s returns in the next 30 days and in the next 1 year. In
Panel A, the independent variables are recalled episode returns in FreeRecall and actual episode returns of the re-
called episodes. In Panel B, the independent variables are recalled episode returns in ProbedRecall and actual episode
returns during the past 30 days or one year. We control for age, gender, education, wealth, income, frequency of
checking accounts, frequency of checking news, frequency of discussing investments, and number ofWechat groups.
We cluster standard errors at the date level. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.

Panel A. FreeRecall. Dependent variable: Expected return

Market return, 1Y Own return, 1Y Market return, 1Y Own return, 1Y
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Recalled episode return 0.02∗∗∗ 0.04∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.02)
Actual episode return 0.003∗ 0.02∗∗ −0.003 0.005

(0.002) (0.01) (0.003) (0.01)

Observations 3,937 3,011 3,409 2,606
Adjusted R2 0.04 0.07 0.05 0.08

Panel B. ProbedRecall. Dependent variable: Expected return

Own return, 1M Own return, 1Y
(5) (6) (7) (8)

Actual own return, 1M 0.036∗ −0.021
(0.02) (0.02)

Recalled own return, 1M 0.248∗∗∗

(0.03)
Actual own return, 1Y 0.047∗ −0.031

(0.03) (0.03)
Recalled own return, 1Y 0.342∗∗∗

(0.03)

Observations 1,286 1,286 1,559 1,559
Adjusted R2 0.04 0.09 0.07 0.12
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Table 11: Explanatory power for cross-sectional variation in investor expectations

We regress investor beliefs on either demographic variables or recalled own returns. Each cell reports
the adjusted R-squared of a regression, with recalled own returns only or with demographics fixed effects
only. Dependent variables are the respondents’ expectation of the stock market return and their own
stock portfolios’ return in the next 30 days and in the next year. In the first row, demographics fixed
effects include gender, age, income, wealth, and education. In the second row, we additionally include
frequency of checking stock accounts, frequency of checking news, frequency of discussing investments,
and the number of Wechat group.

Dependent variable: Expected return

Market 30 day Market 1 year Own 30 day Own 1 year
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Demographics F.E. only 0.008 0.027 0.029 0.042
Expanded Demographics F.E. 0.017 0.045 0.047 0.067
Recalled own return only 0.022 0.025 0.080 0.073
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Table 12: Relationship between recall and expectation as a function of time spent on the survey

The dependent variables are the respondent’s expectation of market return and his or her own portfolio’s
return in the next 30 days and in the next 1 year. Time spent is in minutes. We control for age, gender,
education, wealth, income, frequency of checking accounts, frequency of checking news, frequency of
discussing investments, and number ofWechat groups. We cluster standard errors at the date level. ∗p<0.1;
∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.

Dependent variable: Expected return

Market 30 day Market 1 year Own 30 day Own 1 year
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Recalled own return, 1M 0.08∗∗∗ 0.32∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01)
Recalled own return, 1M * Time spent −0.0002 −0.0001

(0.001) (0.001)
Recalled own return, 1Y 0.07∗∗∗ 0.44∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.03)
Recalled own return, 1Y * Time spent −0.0003 −0.002

(0.001) (0.001)
Time spent 0.001 0.01 0.01∗ 0.02∗∗

(0.003) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Observations 6,077 6,199 5,090 5,508
R2 0.12 0.14 0.21 0.21
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Table 13: Recalled return and expectations across treatments

We compare recalled episode return and own return across three treatments: FreeRecall, HappyRecall, and
PainfulRecall. In FreeRecall, investors recall any episode that first comes to mind. In HappyRecall, investors
recall a happy episode that first comes to mind. In PainfulRecall, investors recall a painful episode that first
comes to mind.

Recalled own return
Recalled episode return Yesterday Last month Last year Last five years

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
FreeRecall 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.05
HappyRecall 0.23 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.05
PainfulRecall −0.20 −0.01 0.00 0.02 0.03
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Table 14: Recall and perceived crash probability

We regress expected crash probability on recalled own returns. During the sample period, the Shanghai
Composite Index mostly hovers between 3,500 and 3,600. We have consider two crash events: the Index
dropping below 3,000 within a month and the index dropping below 2,500 within a year. Investors are
asked to report a percentage number between 0% and 100% as their subjective probability of a crash. We
control for age, gender, education, wealth, income, frequency of checking accounts, frequency of checking
news, frequency of discussing investments, and number of Wechat groups. We cluster standard errors at
the date level. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.

Dependent variable: Expected crash probability

One month One year
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Recalled own return, 1M −0.10∗∗∗ −0.07∗∗∗

(0.02) (0.01)
Recalled own return, 1Y −0.06∗∗∗ −0.04∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01)

Observations 7,317 7,712 7,297 7,698
R2 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.10
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Table 15: Past actions and future recall

We regress recall on past trading behavior. For recall, we consider both FreeRecall and ProbedRecall. For trading behavior, we use the holding change
over the previous day or the previous week. We control for age, gender, education, wealth, income, frequency of checking accounts, frequency of
checking news, frequency of discussing investments, and number of Wechat groups. We cluster standard errors at the date level. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05;
∗∗∗p<0.01.

Panel A: FreeRecall
Dependent variable:

Recalled episode return Recalled own return
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Holding change, yesterday 26.98 18.52 3.74 1.54
(16.36) (17.90) (19.52) (16.47)

Holding change, previous week 9.01∗ 6.20 −2.56 −6.16
(4.82) (4.39) (4.63) (4.72)

Actual market return 0.53∗∗∗ 0.51∗∗∗

(0.04) (0.04)
Actual own return 0.40∗∗∗ 0.42∗∗∗

(0.08) (0.09)
Observations 757 685 761 689 742 473 744 477
Adjusted R2 0.02 0.32 0.02 0.31 0.05 0.10 0.05 0.10

Panel B: ProbedRecall
Dependent variable: Recalled performance

Yesterday Past month
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Holding change, yesterday −0.02 −0.01 −0.001 0.002
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Holding change, previous week −0.005 −0.002 −0.004 −0.001
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Actual own return, yesterday 0.35∗∗∗ 0.36∗∗∗

(0.07) (0.08)
Actual own return, past month 0.22∗∗∗ 0.23∗∗∗

(0.02) (0.02)
Observations 1,869 1,869 1,874 1,836 1,808 1,808 1,813 1,813
Adjusted R2 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.10 0.03 0.10
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Table 16: Expectations and future actions

We regress future trading behavior on return expectations. For tarding behavior, we use the holding change in the week before the survey, on
the day of the survey, or in the week after the survey. We control for age, gender, education, wealth, income, frequency of checking accounts,
frequency of checking news, frequency of discussing investments, and number of Wechat groups. We cluster standard errors at the date level.
∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.

Dependent variable: Holding change
Previous week Today Following week Previous week Today Following week

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Expected own return, 1M −0.22 0.10∗∗ 0.28∗∗ −0.40∗∗∗ 0.14∗∗ 0.48∗∗∗

(0.14) (0.05) (0.13) (0.13) (0.05) (0.15)
Expected own return, 1Y 0.02 −0.03∗∗ −0.07 0.03 −0.03 −0.10∗

(0.05) (0.01) (0.05) (0.05) (0.02) (0.05)
Expected market return, 1M −0.12 −0.09 −0.3

(0.11) (0.07) (0.32)
Expected market return, 1Y 0.24 0.02 −0.08

(0.22) (0.06) (0.17)
Observations 1,379 1,378 1,378 1,133 1,135 1,135
Adjusted R2 0.01 0.01 0.003 0.01 0.02 0.001
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Table 17: Return extrapolation and cued recall

The dependent variables are the respondent’s expectation of market return and his or her own portfolio’s
return in the next 30 days and in the next 1 year. We control for age, gender, education, wealth, income,
frequency of checking accounts, frequency of checking news, frequency of discussing investments, and
number of Wechat groups. We cluster standard errors at the date level. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.

Dependent variable: Expected return

Market return, 1M
(1) (2) (3)

Past market return, 1M 0.14∗∗ 0.10∗ 0.09
(0.06) (0.06) (0.06)

Recalled own return, 1M 0.08∗∗∗ 0.07∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01)
Recalled own return, 1Y 0.01∗∗∗

(0.004)

Observations 7,842 7,842 6,436
R2 0.04 0.05 0.06
Adjusted R2 0.02 0.04 0.04

Own return, 1M
(4) (5) (6)

Past market return, 1M 0.21∗∗∗ 0.09 0.06
(0.07) (0.06) (0.08)

Recalled own return, 1M 0.30∗∗∗ 0.21∗∗∗

(0.02) (0.02)
Recalled own return, 1Y 0.11∗∗∗

(0.01)

Observations 6,554 6,554 5,516
R2 0.07 0.13 0.16
Adjusted R2 0.05 0.11 0.14
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Table 18: Selective recall and overconfidence

The dependent variables are a respondents’ self-accessed ranking of their performance in the population
and their self-reported information advantage. We control for age, gender, education, wealth, income,
frequency of checking accounts, frequency of checking news, frequency of discussing investments, and
number of Wechat groups. We cluster standard errors at the date level. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.

Dependent variable:

Expected outperformance, 1M Perceived information advantage
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Recalled return 0.01∗ 0.001∗∗

(0.005) (0.0005)
Actual return 0.01 0.001

(0.005) (0.001)
Bias 0.01∗∗ 0.002∗∗∗

(0.005) (0.001)

Observations 2,183 2,183 3,743 3,743
R2 0.08 0.08 0.13 0.13
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A Additional Empirical Results

A.1 Distribution of survey respondents

Figure A.1: Distribution of respondents by hour of the day
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Figure A.2: Distribution of respondents by date
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A.2 Sample characteristics before and after merge

Variable Merged Unmerged Difference

Age 40.62 37.77 2.85***

Female 0.45 0.45 -0.01

College 0.57 0.64 -0.07***

Wealth>1M 0.48 0.45 0.03***

Income>200K 0.61 0.61 0.00

Often check news 0.61 0.58 0.04***

Often check account 0.72 0.70 0.02***

Often discuss 0.35 0.34 0.01

Many Wechat groups 0.43 0.45 -0.02**

Agreeableness 4.35 4.31 0.03**

Conscientiousness 3.83 3.80 0.03*

Extroversion 4.47 4.42 0.05***

Neuroticism 3.31 3.36 -0.05***

Openness 4.04 4.08 -0.04**
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A.3 Distribution of recalled episodes in FreeRecall, by age group

Figure A.3: Distribution of recalled episodes, age < 35
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Figure A.4: Distribution of recalled episodes, age ≥ 35
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A.4 Distribution of recalled episodes in FreeRecall, alternative phrasing

Figure A.5: Distribution of recalled episodes, alternative phrasing
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A.5 Distribution of recalled episodes in FreeRecall, under simulation

Figure A.6: Distribution of recalled episodes, counterfactual
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A.6 Additional results on the age effect

A.6.1 Actual market return

Figure A.7: Age and actual return in FreeRecall
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A.6.2 Recall bias

Figure A.8: Age and recall bis in FreeRecall
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A.7 Determinants of recalled episodes in FreeRecall, additional results
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Table A.1: Determinants of recalled episodes in FreeRecall, additional results

This table repeats the regressions in Table 3 but includes three additional variables: monthly raw return, monthly
turnover, and account size. We cluster standard errors at the date level. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.

Dependent variable:

Distance Recalled market return
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Age 0.14∗∗∗ 0.07∗∗∗ 0.32∗∗∗ 0.24∗∗

(0.02) (0.02) (0.07) (0.09)
Experience 0.20∗∗∗ −0.26

(0.03) (0.24)
Distance 1.23∗∗∗

(0.23)
Female −0.53 −0.51 −2.22 −1.72

(0.33) (0.32) (2.67) (2.68)
College 0.64∗ 0.46 2.01 0.94

(0.33) (0.35) (2.26) (2.35)
Wealth>1M 0.01 −0.00 0.89 0.84

(0.29) (0.29) (2.84) (2.76)
Income>200K −0.04 −0.19 −0.36 −0.15

(0.53) (0.50) (3.54) (4.03)
Often check account −0.86∗∗∗ −0.81∗∗∗ −2.72 −2.16

(0.27) (0.28) (3.53) (3.45)
Often check news 0.15 0.06 1.86 2.12

(0.29) (0.28) (2.04) (2.02)
Often discuss 0.20 0.23 −1.44 −1.47

(0.42) (0.39) (3.91) (3.69)
Many Wechat groups 0.14 0.08 −1.36 −1.54

(0.30) (0.27) (2.55) (2.37)
Agreeableness −0.41 −0.40 1.59 1.84

(0.26) (0.24) (1.38) (1.43)
Conscientiousness 0.24 0.22 1.10 0.71

(0.27) (0.27) (2.37) (2.41)
Extraversion −0.09 −0.11 −3.55∗ −3.52∗

(0.10) (0.09) (1.97) (1.97)
Neuroticism 0.07 0.04 −1.83 −1.88

(0.13) (0.14) (1.53) (1.54)
Openness 0.15 0.13 0.85 0.82

(0.15) (0.14) (1.68) (1.73)
Monthly raw return 17.19∗∗ 15.79∗ 24.39 7.61

(7.75) (7.64) (84.78) (77.27)
Monthly turnover −0.42∗∗ −0.21 0.57 0.68

(0.16) (0.14) (1.94) (1.98)
Account size 0.00∗ −0.00 0.00 0.00

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

Observations 1,281 1,281 1,050 1,050
Adjusted R2 0.11 0.15 0.01 0.03
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Table A.2: Determinants of recalling an extreme event in FreeRecall

We regress measures of recalling an extreme event in FreeRecall on individual characteristics. In Columns (1) and
(2), the dependent variable is a dummy indicating a market rise of more than 100%. In Columns (3) and (4), the
dependent variable is a dummy indicating a market crash of falling more than 50%. Age is calculated in years as
of December 2021. Distance is defined as the difference in years between December 2021 and the midpoint of the
recalled episode. Wealth and income are in RMB. Often check account, Often check news, Often discuss, and Many
Wechat groups are dummy variables indicating whether the investor likes to check accounts often, checks financial
news often, discusses with others about the stock market often, and has at least two Wechat groups for discussing
stocks. Agreeable, Extraversion, Conscientiousness, Neuroticism, and Openness represent the Big Five personality
traits. We cluster standard errors at the date level. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.

Dependent variable:

Actual market return>100% Actual market return<-30%
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Age 0.21∗∗∗ 0.03 0.13∗∗ 0.08
(0.04) (0.04) (0.06) (0.06)

Distance 1.70∗∗∗ 0.50∗∗∗

(0.06) (0.10)
Female −0.94 −0.43 0.25 0.41

(1.11) (0.92) (1.11) (1.09)
College −0.55 −1.12 −0.84 −1.01

(0.83) (0.74) (1.22) (1.24)
Wealth>1M −0.70 −0.13 1.81 1.98

(1.14) (0.99) (1.28) (1.24)
Income>200K 1.25 0.60 −0.57 −0.76

(1.16) (1.04) (1.27) (1.27)
Often check account −2.52∗∗ −1.35 −1.50 −1.15

(0.92) (0.86) (1.44) (1.44)
Often check news −0.17 −0.11 4.67∗∗ 4.69∗∗

(1.08) (0.99) (1.93) (1.97)
Often discuss 0.94 0.43 −1.79 −1.94

(1.25) (1.09) (1.30) (1.30)
Many Wechat groups 1.29 0.49 0.18 −0.05

(1.05) (1.15) (1.06) (1.08)
Agreeableness −1.57∗∗ −1.20∗ 3.80∗∗∗ 3.90∗∗∗

(0.62) (0.64) (0.75) (0.74)
Extraversion −0.38 −0.16 −0.22 −0.16

(0.48) (0.51) (0.90) (0.90)
Conscientiousness 1.33 1.41∗ −2.90∗∗∗ −2.88∗∗∗

(0.79) (0.73) (0.88) (0.87)
Neuroticism −0.11 −0.29 −0.78∗ −0.84∗

(0.32) (0.34) (0.39) (0.41)
Openness 0.38 0.12 −1.30∗∗ −1.37∗∗

(0.53) (0.47) (0.62) (0.65)

Observations 4,148 4,148 4,148 4,148
R2 0.09 0.20 0.08 0.08
Adjusted R2 0.02 0.14 0.003 0.01
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A.8 Additional results on cued recall, ProbedRecall
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Table A.3: Recalled own return and market return as a cue, subsample

We regress recalled own return on past market returns in the subsample of neutral emotion cue. We control for age, gender, education, wealth,
income, frequency of checking accounts, frequency of checking news, frequency of discussing investments, and the number of Wechat groups. We
cluster standard errors at the date level. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.

Dependent variable:

Recalled own return, 1D
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Market return today 0.68∗∗ 0.52∗ 0.71∗∗∗ 0.38 0.23 −0.17
(0.28) (0.29) (0.23) (0.29) (0.39) (0.49)

Market return today * age > 35 0.31 0.21
(0.25) (0.25)

Market return today * Female −0.08 −0.01
(0.25) (0.27)

Market return today * Account checking 0.45∗∗∗ 0.38∗

(0.16) (0.22)
Market return today * News checking 0.60∗∗ 0.49

(0.27) (0.32)
Market return today * Discussion −0.46∗

(0.24)
Market return today * Social groups −0.24

(0.35)
Market return today * College −0.10

(0.20)
Market return today * Wealth > 1M 0.67∗∗∗

(0.19)
Market return today * Income > 200K 0.45∗

(0.27)

Observations 7,746 7,746 7,746 7,746 7,746 7,746
R2 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.05
Adjusted R2 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table A.4: Recalled own return and market return as a cue, subsample

We regress recalled own return on past market returns in the subsample of neutral emotion cue. We control for age, gender, education, wealth,
income, frequency of checking accounts, frequency of checking news, frequency of discussing investments, and number of Wechat groups. We
cluster standard errors at the date level. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.

Dependent variable:

Recalled own return, 1M
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Market return today 1.31∗∗∗ 1.41∗∗ 1.39∗∗∗ 0.84 0.69 0.03
(0.48) (0.56) (0.43) (0.56) (0.47) (0.53)

Market return today * age > 35 −0.18 −0.12
(0.46) (0.44)

Market return today * Female −0.18 −0.02
(0.39) (0.36)

Market return today * Account checking 0.72∗∗ 0.57
(0.32) (0.40)

Market return today * News checking 0.82∗∗∗ 0.55∗

(0.20) (0.32)
Market return today * Discussion −0.36

(0.33)
Market return today * Social groups −0.49∗∗

(0.23)
Market return today * College 0.58

(0.40)
Market return today * Wealth > 1M 1.23∗∗∗

(0.32)
Market return today * Income > 200K 0.22

(0.32)

Observations 7,436 7,436 7,436 7,436 7,436 7,436
R2 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06
Adjusted R2 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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A.9 Additional results using forecast errors

A.9.1 FreeRecall

Table A.5: Memory and forecast errors in FreeRecall

We examine the statistical relationship between memories and forecast errors. The dependent variables
are a respondent’s expected return of the market returns or his own portfolio in the next 30 days or in the
next 1 year, minus the actual market return over the next 30 days in next 1 year. The main independent
variable is the recalled market return during the recalled episode in FreeRecall. We control for age, gender,
education, wealth, income, frequency of checking accounts, frequency of checking news, frequency of
discussing investments, and number ofWechat groups. We cluster standard errors at the date level. ∗p<0.1;
∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.

Dependent variable: forecast error

Market 30 day Market 1 year
(1) (2)

Recalled market return 0.004∗∗ 0.02∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.004)

Observations 3,867 3,765
R2 0.04 0.09
Adjusted R2 0.01 0.05

A.9.2 ProbedRecall

A.10 Additional results on R2

A.11 Selective recall and overconfidence
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Table A.6: Memory and forecast errors in ProbedRecall

We examine the statistical relationship between memories and forecast errors. The dependent variables are a re-
spondent’s expectation of market returns in the next 30 days and in the next 1 year, minus the actual market return
over the next 30 days in next 1 year. The independent variables are recalled own returns in ProbedRecall. We control
for age, gender, education, wealth, income, frequency of checking accounts, frequency of checking news, frequency
of discussing investments, and number of Wechat groups. We cluster standard errors at the date level. ∗p<0.1;
∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.

Dependent variable: Forecast error

Market return, 1M Market return, 1Y
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Recalled own return, 1M 0.04∗∗ 0.03 0.08∗∗∗ 0.03
(0.02) (0.02) (0.03) (0.03)

Recalled own return, 1Y 0.03∗∗∗ 0.02∗∗∗ 0.06∗∗∗ 0.06∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Observations 7,842 8,136 6,436 7,602 7,952 6,287
R2 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.07 0.08
Adjusted R2 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.06 0.06

Table A.7: Probed recall and expected return, R2 comparison

We report the R2 (1 means 100%) from the following specifications. Column (1) regresses the investor’s
expected return on the date times province fixed effects. Column (2) includes the date times province fixed
effects and the investor’s probed recall of the past 1-month return as explanatory variables. Column (3)
includes the date times province fixed effects and the investor’s probed recall of the past 1-year return as
explanatory variables.

(1) (2) (3)
Dependent Variable Date×Province f.e. +1M Recall +1Y Recall
1M Expected Return 0.06 0.10 0.09
1Y Expected Return 0.06 0.10 0.11
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Table A.8: Biased recall and overconfidence

Perceived information advantage Overplacement

Recall bias, past month 1.728∗∗∗ 1.818
(0.294) (1.098)

Recall bias, past year 0.439∗∗∗ 1.142∗∗

(0.133) (0.521)

Observations 1,704 1,928 1,399 1,555
Adjusted R2 0.020 0.007 0.002 0.005

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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B Proof of Theoretical Results

The PDF of the database for period t is

f(rt) =
1

2σt

√
2π

exp

(
−1

2

(
rt − µt

σt

)2
)
. (A1)

Substituting the above expression and (3) into (2), we obtain

s∗(rt, rT ) =
σt

σq

exp

(
−(rt − rT )

2

2τσ2
ϵ

+
(µt − rT )

2

2(σ2
t + τσ2

ϵ )

)
. (A2)

Substituting the above equation and (A1) into (1), after some algebra, we obtain

f ∗(rt) =
1

2σq

√
2π

exp

(
−1

2

(
(1− α)µt + αrT − rt

σq

)2
)
, (A3)

which implies the distribution in (5).

C Extrapolation regression

Suppose that the true data generating process is the following

Et[rt+1] = α + βMt[rt] + ϵt, (A4)

Mt[rt] = γ + δrt + ηt, (A5)

where rt is the return in period t, Mt[rt] is the memory of rt at the end of in period t, Et[rt+1] is

the expectation, formed at the end of period t, of the return at time in period t+ 1, ϵt and ηt are

error terms and independent of each other, α, β > 0 , γ and δ > 0 are constants. That is, (A4)

implies that expectations are formed based on memory and a higher recalled return leads to a

higher expected return, (A5) implies that memory Mt[rt] is formed based on the realized return

rt and a higher realized return leads a higher recalled returns.

Suppose that we run an “extrapolation regression,” that is, we regress Et[rt+1] on rt. The
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coefficient of rt should be positive, because (A4) and (A5) imply

Et[rt+1] = α + βγ + (βδ)rt + ϵt + βηt. (A6)

Hence, the coefficient of rt, βδ > 0, is positive.

Suppose we regress Et[rt+1] on bothMt[rt] and rt:

Et[rt+1] = λ+ κMt[rt] + θrt + ξt. (A7)

We will have the population regression coefficients: κ = β and θ = 0.

Proof: (A5) implies that the residual from regressing Mt[rt] on rt is ηt. From the regression

anatomy formula, we obtain the population regression coefficient κ as

κ = Cov(Et[rt+1], ηt)/V ar(ηt) = Cov((ϵt + βηt), ηt)/V ar(ηt) = β. (A8)

Let ωt be the residual from regressing rt on Mt[rt].

θ = Cov(Et[rt+1], ωt)/V ar(ωt) = Cov((ϵt + βηt), ωt)/V ar(ωt). (A9)

By construction, ωt is independent of Mt[rt]. Therefore, Cov((ϵt + βηt), ωt) = 0 and hence

θ = 0.
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